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Abstract 

The standard approach for browsing information on mobile devices includes touchscreen 
gestures such as pinch and flick. These gestures often require minute operations such as 
repetitive panning to browse contact lists on a mobile device. Using these gestures to 
explore large information spaces to facilitate decision-making tasks often involves 
considerable effort and the user has to deal with screen occlusion and fat-finger situations. 
However, the void space around mobile devices is much larger than the small touch screen. 
Researchers have demonstrated that such in-air space can be used as an alternative to touch 
input for fundamental operations, such as answering and rejecting phone calls. While such 
prior work has laid the foundation for around-device input, a complete mobile application 
that deploys and benefits from such an input modality had not been investigated prior to 
this thesis. 

In this thesis, we explored how in-air space around a mobile device can be used to structure 
mobile interfaces to facilitate complex goals such as making a purchase decision with a 
smartphone. To achieve this goal, we began with investigating various design factors that 
influence the performance of accessing content that can virtually exist around the device. 
We then explored users’ and spectators’ perceptions of using around-device gestures to 
access on-device information as their readiness of performing such gestures could lead to 
rapid adoption of this interaction style. Finally, we used these prior findings to design and 
structure a complete mobile commerce application with around-device space and 
compared it to traditional touch interfaces. Study results revealed that using an in-air 
mobile interface can be more efficient than standard touchscreen interactions. Overall, this 
research took the first successful step in empirically showing the practical value for using 
the around-device space for exploring large information spaces on mobile devices. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Jennifer plans to purchase a camera for her husband as a birthday gift. She wants a camera 

that meets the following criteria: i) the price is within her budget; ii) it has a good user rating; 

and, iii) it is either from the Canon or Nikon brand. During her coffee break at a café, she 

opens a mobile commerce application on her smartphone, applies the criteria and starts 

browsing available camera options displayed in a list. When she finds a prospective camera, 

she explores it by tapping on the item, which switches to a new view with detailed camera 

information (i.e., detailed view). After a quick look, she bookmarks it for later comparison. At 

this point, she switches back to the list view and taps the next prospective item. This action 

again opens a new detailed view with corresponding camera information. This multi-view 

user interface structure forces her to go back and forth between the list and detailed view. 

After her exploration, she decides to check the bookmarked items to make a final purchase 

decision.  

This scenario is common in our everyday life where we use mobile devices for analytic tasks, 

in this case, to look for a specific set of cameras. It involves browsing, comparing and re-

inspecting previously visited items to make a final decision. Current mobile interfaces are 

not suitable to perform such tasks as switching between different windows (e.g., the list 

view and detailed view) imposes additional cognitive load and breaks the seamless 

interaction.  
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Motivation 

Mobile devices are an indispensable part of our everyday life, replacing the ways we interact 

with information. Instead of using it for communication purposes, such as making phone 

calls or sending messages, it has now been adopted to replace the functionalities of 

traditional desktop systems. It is gradually becoming popular for interacting with large 

information repositories. Estimates suggest that over 50% of smartphone owners browse 

and research products on their mobiles before making a purchase, 60% of last minute hotel 

bookings are made on mobile devices, and search on mobiles will generate 27.8 billion more 

queries than on desktops by 2016 [1]. Additionally, mobile devices are preferred over the 

traditional desktop by business people for conducting research on commercial products 

[141]. 

Though mobile devices are now considered a primary medium to access information, they 

have several limitations. Mobile devices are typically equipped with a small display where 

touch is considered natural to interact with the device as it provides direct access to an 

item of interest. To accommodate large information, mobile app designers most often 

structure the interface into multiple panes or views [205]. Each such view is either 

dedicated to a specific functionality or for displaying multiple related information items, 

in most cases using a scrollable list. Such list views are quick to use if the necessary detail 

information about each individual item is visually accessible while scrolling the list. 

However, in many interfaces this is not the case: the user can only access item details by 

selecting the desired item in the list view, which displays the details in a following full-

screen detail view. With a tap on a back-button in the detail view, the user returns to the 
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list view. Switching back and forth between the list view and detail views quickly becomes 

tedious if the user needs to inspect details of several items. Another common limitation of 

mobile devices is occlusion where a significant amount of information presented on the 

small screen is occluded under the finger while interacting with the devices. Additionally, 

small widgets specially designed for mobile screens are commonly error prone due to the 

coarse-grained finger input which is commonly known as the ‘fat finger’ problem. Tasks 

with high information bandwidth often require that users quickly browse and compare the 

breadth of available choices before making a decision. With the limitations mentioned 

above, on mobile interfaces such tasks require many minute operations, such as flicking 

through screens and opening and closing items of interest, resulting in less efficient 

information exploration and browsing. 

The surrounding void space with mobile devices is considerably larger than the small 

screen space they are built with. Ideally, mobile devices could be augmented with the 

virtual interactive plane that extends beyond their physical form factor for accessing 

information. Instead of switching between multiple views on mobile interfaces, a user can 

use around-device space for interacting with views or panes that are placed in off-screen 

space for fast access. Shifting input intensity away from the screen, into a much larger space 

around the device, provides larger proxy objects for interacting with smaller on-screen 

items, minimizes the likelihood of having the input hand occlude important screen 

content, and reduces the need for frequent repetitions of small on-screen manipulations. 

In this thesis, we propose and study this idea of using ‘Around Device’ (AD) space for 

supporting analytic decision-making tasks that require browsing through large items 
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located in that space. To this end, we design, implement, and study the design space 

available to this input modality.  

Research Objective  

Around-device interaction has opened new lines of inquiry that resolve some of the 

challenges with mobile device interactions. With rapid advances in optical sensing and 

finger tracking technologies [28,150,193], researchers have explored the use of the in-air 

space around a mobile device for input. Prior studies have demonstrated the use of in-air 

space for fundamental on-screen interactions, such as selecting on-screen [70] and off-

screen items [71], switching modes [179], text-entry [111], and zooming and panning [99]. 

While such prior work has laid the foundation for around-device in-air input, a complete 

mobile application that deploys and benefits from such an input modality has yet to be 

demonstrated.  

The main research objective of this thesis aims to step beyond the design and study of in-

air alternatives for standard on-screen interactions and to explore how in-air input can 

enhance user performance in a complete mobile scenario. In particular, we focus on the 

ability to facilitate a complex goal, such as making a decision through information 

exploration and interaction. To achieve this goal, we examine and address the following 

three research questions:  

Research Questions 

Research Question 1: How can the around-device space be designed for browsing virtual items 

that are placed in the surrounding area of mobile devices? 
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Research Question 2: What are users’ and spectators’ attitudes about using such new 

interaction metaphors in ecologically valid settings such as in public places? 

Research Question 3: How can a mobile application be designed to leverage around-device 

space for exploring large information quantities?  

In this thesis, we start by exploring the first research question and progressively move 

towards the other two. The first question focuses on identifying and resolving key human-

factors issues for using the surrounding space of a mobile device for content browsing. For 

instance, we examine suitable around-device target size, item selection, and item 

placement techniques. The second question is interlinked with the first question, where we 

investigate the factors that influence users’ and spectators’ attitudes and acceptance of 

interacting in this void space in different public locations and settings. We investigate how 

gesture properties (e.g., duration and distance), users’ contexts (e.g., private and public 

places) and audience types (e.g., familiar and non-familiar audience) influence users’ and 

spectators’ willingness to perform in-air gestures. Based on this knowledge, we finally 

explore how to design the around-device space to facilitate the functionalities of mobile 

commerce applications that require browsing and interacting with large information 

content before arriving at a decision. These explorations push the boundaries for around-

device interactions to facilitate an entire mobile workflow: browsing through large 

information (e.g., long query results) with in-air mobile interfaces for decision-making 

tasks that involved frequent switching, browsing, and revisiting of items.  
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In brief, this thesis aims to gather meaningful findings and design suggestions for using 

around-device space for supporting analytic tasks on mobile devices where users are 

required to browse large information quantities on mobile applications before making a 

final decision. 

Research Approach 

The research approach taken in this thesis is strongly connected with the research 

questions that are listed previously:  

Question 1: To address the first question, we propose and study Around-Device Binning, or 

AD-Binning, a novel mobile user interface that allows users to off-load mobile content into 

the space around the device. With AD-Binning, a user can directly access the off-loaded 

items by moving her hand around the device. We informed our implementation of AD-

Binning by exploring various design factors for placing content in off-screen space. 

 

Figure 1: To make a hotel reservation, a user’s query puts hotel information in AD-Bins around the 

mobile device. As (a) the finger hovers on an AD-Bin (b) its content is shown on the screen 

allowing the user to browse and compare alternatives. 
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Through two user studies, we identify key human-factor issues, such as (a) What are 

suitable methods for placing items off-screen?; (b) What selection methods provide 

efficient retrieval? and, (c) how small can targets be before affecting performance? With 

this knowledge, we design a novel interface, AD-Binning, where a user can directly access 

in-air items by moving his hands around the device. In a task requiring content browsing 

for making a decision, we show that participants were more efficient with AD-Binning than 

with on-screen exploration.  

Question 2: The first research question looks at using the around-device mid-air space for 

accessing on-screen items. However, little is known about users’ attitudes using these 

innovative interaction styles. Particularly when performed in a public setting, hand 

movements and finger gestures around the device may attract by-passers’ undesired 

attention or intrude into areas ‘owned’ by others (e.g., when sitting on a bus), and thus may 

evoke feelings, such as embarrassment or discomfort. Accordingly, the acceptance and 

willingness to perform AD-gestures may be limited to certain settings. In the chapter 4, we 

 

Figure 2: Around-Device input, in public can create feelings of discomfort, but only on specific 

gesture parameters.  
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explore how socially comfortable (we term this as ‘comfortable’ throughout the remainder 

of the thesis) users feel when performing AD-gestures in a public place. We also survey 

users for which locations and in front of whom they would feel comfortable using AD-

gestures. With two studies, we examine the influence of fundamental AD-gesture features 

- the distance from the device, the position relative to the device, gesture size and gesture 

duration - on users’ level of comfort. We further examine whether such perceptions are 

related to a user’s introversion/extroversion personality trait. We then switch to a 

spectator’s point of view and examine peoples’ reactions when having observed someone 

else using AD-gestures. We elicit opinions from people observing others using AD-gestures 

in public. 

Question 3: This research question aims to explore how in-air space can be used to enhance 

user performance in more complete mobile scenarios. In particular, we focus on the ability 

to facilitate a complex analytic task, such as making a decision through information 

exploration and interaction. While designing an application with around-device space, we 

realized that prior research has commonly considered the right, top and left regions 

 

Figure 3: Two-handed around-device interaction in an m-commerce application using AirPanes. a) 

Previously tagged favorite products are access in-air with the thumb of the hand holding the 

phone. b) Query result lists and c) filter options are accessed using in-air panes reachable with the 

other hand. 
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surrounding the mobile device for around-device interaction. However, the void space just 

above the device reachable by the thumb of the hand holding the phone has been 

heretofore an unexplored interaction space. Therefore, we start with exploring the suitable 

input range of thumb movements while the smartphone is held in the hand. We refer to 

this space as Thumbs-Up. With Thumbs-Up, the in-air space could be used to access on-

screen content through directly pointing with the thumb, as shown in Figure 3a. After 

having defined the accessible in-air thumbs-up region, we explore ways to utilize this in-

air space in conjunction with other around-device spaces. We envision that it useful for 

triggering commands and for storing, selecting and browsing information items. 

Accordingly, we explore various ways to arrange items within the accessible thumb-space 

and methods to select such in-air items.  

Based on this information, we next investigate how to structure interfaces of a mobile 

application with these in-air spaces. In the context of mobile applications, GUI designers 

generally organize large information spaces into multiple views or panes. Typically, each 

pane serves a specific function, such as providing interactive controls to query a large 

dataset, showing the query results, or showing details of a selected list item. This use of a 

multi-pane UI structure (analogous to Tabs or Windows in desktop applications) forces 

users to frequently switch back and forth between views, which quickly becomes tedious 

for even common tasks such as looking at details of items in a list. 

To this end, we propose AirPanes, a novel strategy to structure a mobile interface, using 

panes located in mid-air around the device. As an exemplary scenario, we pick mobile 
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commerce (also known as m-commerce) applications as these are used to purchase 

products through mobile devices by millions of users [139] and require browsing and 

interacting with large information content before arriving at a decision. We demonstrate 

the benefits of AirPanes in an analytic decision marking task where the user browses 

products, applies filters, inspects result lists, and bookmarks interesting items before 

making a final purchase. We design AirPanes to take full advantage of the spaces around 

the device, i.e., both the spatial region accessible by the thumb of the hand holding the 

device, as shown in Figure 3a, and the in-air space reachable by fingers of the non-holding 

hand, as shown in Figure 3b and c. Via a user study, we first optimize the design parameters 

for organizing around-device interfaces and its components. A further user study confirms 

that using in-air mobile interface can be more efficient than standard touchscreen 

interactions, specifically when it concerns analytic decision marking tasks that require 

exploring a large information space. 

Contribution  

My Ph.D. thesis makes the following seven contributions:  

1. It introduces the concept of Around-Device Binning or AD-Binning, a novel 

technique that leverages the surrounding void space of a mobile device for storing 

and browsing content through direct interaction with around-device space. It also 

offers design guidelines for AD-Binning that other applications can benefit from 

using AD-space for accessing information on mobile devices. 
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2. It demonstrates a prototype of AD-Binning for a complex information exploration 

and decision-making task. With the prototype application, a user can off-load 

mobile contents around the device and retrieve the information by moving his finger 

to the AD-space. This capability allows the user to perform analytic tasks such as 

browsing hotel information from many alternatives to make a reservation with 

around-device space.  

3. The thesis provides insight on aspects of AD-gestures that influence user comfort 

and acceptance in public settings. Our investigation informs the AD-researchers 

about critical parameters for designing AD-gestures, such as gesture properties (e.g., 

duration and distance), users’ contexts while using the gestures (e.g., private and 

public places) and surrounding audience types (e.g., familiar and non-familiar 

audience). We reveal that people are selective concerning the settings where they 

would use such AD-gestures. Additionally, we reveal that the gesture properties 

have an influence on users’ comfort levels.   

4. This thesis offers key design guidelines and recommendations for creating socially 

acceptable AD-gestures in both public and private settings. These guidelines are 

critical for the successful adaptation of AD-interaction on mobile devices as our 

results indicate that micro-level AD-gesture features are important in designing the 

gestures.  

5. This thesis introduces and defines Thumbs-Up space, the in-air space just above the 

mobile device reachable via thumb of the hand holding the device. We show that 
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with Thumbs-Up, the in-air space could be used to access on-screen content on 

mobile devices.  

6. This thesis introduces the concept of AirPanes, a strategy to structure mobile 

interfaces using content panes located in the air around the device. Additionally, we 

explore and reveal insights on key AirPanes design factors. 

7. Finally, this thesis offers the first mobile prototype application that leverages 

around-device space. Additionally, we show the benefit of using AirPanes over 

tradition touch interfaces for an analytic decision-making task that requires 

browsing through large item sets and frequent switching between interface views. 
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Figure 4: An overview of the thesis.  
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Chapter 2: Related Work 

In this thesis, we examine use of the surrounding space of a mobile device to facilitate 

complex analytic tasks that require users to browse and interact with large set of 

information. This work is primarily inspired by previous research on around-device 

interaction. In this chapter, we start with a comprehensive literature review of in-air 

interaction with mobile and wearable devices. We find that in-air interaction relies on 

robust sensing technologies to track hand and finger movement surrounding the device. 

Thus, we discuss the current progress on around-device sensing techniques. In addition, 

in-air interaction benefits from feedback mechanisms that guide users to explore off-screen 

content. We review work done on feedback mechanisms for around-device items. Our 

investigation of social acceptance of in-air interaction is inspired by recent results on social 

acceptability studies on body- and mobile-based gestures which we review next. 

Additionally, in this thesis, we explore thumb-based in-air interaction to support two-

handed input on mobile devices. We briefly cover related work in the area of thumb and 

two-handed input. We then conclude this chapter with a review of recent research on 

information browsing on mobile devices, a task that we frequently apply in evaluating the 

efficiency of in-air interactions for information exploration. 

Around-Device Interaction 

The limited input space of mobile devices has inspired researchers to explore the void space 

around devices to develop richer interactions with the device. Prior work on around-device 

interaction has demonstrated that the in-air space surrounding a device can be used as an 
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alternative to touch input [70,115,120,208]. Interactions explored include accessing 

application features, workspace navigation, game or imaginary object controller or tangible 

interaction which are discussed below.  

Accessing Application Features: Among the most basic interactions supported by AD-space 

include highlighting and selecting on-screen items or changing discrete parameters within 

an application (e.g., the volume of a music player). For instance, Harrison and Hudson [70] 

showed that in-air input can be used for controlling an on-device cursor and making item 

selections. They demonstrated that in-air selection can also be applied to small devices 

such as smartwatches to invoke on-screen widgets with high accuracy. Kratz and Rohs [120] 

also showed that in-air input can be used for selection purposes. They used in-air hand 

movement to highlight and select a colour from a colour palette. In addition, around-device 

space has also been explored for interacting with User Interface (UI) widgets, such as 

interacting with navigation buttons to change the song playing in a music player [115], and 

to control a slider to change the volume [208].  

Researchers have also shown how to leverage AD-space in more complex interactions, such 

as supporting multi-touch operations, controlling call management fractures, and entering 

text on devices without using the touchscreen. For instance, SideSight [20], an early project 

on around-device interactions, showed that the in-air space around a mobile device can be 

used for multi-touch interactions. The authors demonstrated that around-device space 

supports activities that require multi-finger operations (e.g., zooming a map with two-

finger pinch gesture on the touch screen). A similar idea was later explored in other device 
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platforms: Bi et al. [18] explored how to support multi-touch interactions surrounding a 

desktop computer where regions around the computer are used as multi-touch surfaces. 

Researchers also showed the use of in-air hand gestures to call management purpose, such 

as answering or rejecting phone calls [112,114]. They showed such features can be useful 

while controlling call management from mid-air in situations where the users’ hands are 

not clean enough to interact with the touchscreen, or the phone is in a pocket. Ketabdar et 

al. [111] showed that the 3D space around the device can be utilized for text or digit entry 

purposes. Instead of using an on-device soft keyboard or touchpad, their application allows 

users to draw digits with a magnet. In addition, researchers also showed that text entry can 

be done by drawing stroke in this space, which helps reduce the screen occlusion issues 

[27,111,147].  

Around-device space has also been used for supporting more advanced interaction such as 

triggering shortcuts on a mobile device, task switching on applications, or as a game input 

controller. Li et al. [129] developed Virtual shelves, a technique that uses a circular 

hemisphere in front of a user’s body to place shortcuts in 74 grid. Users can trigger an 

application on the mobile device by moving it into that a grid. With a study, they revealed 

that accessing items with Virtual Shelves is faster than the native interface on the mobile 

device (i.e., touch interface). Similarly, Hsieh et al. [197] implemented a technique, Pile 

Across Space, that allows users to store virtual piles around a device with flick gestures. 

They revealed that users can efficiently retrieve such in-air information by leveraging their 

spatial memory. Switching tasks on mobile devices commonly requires multiple touch and 

pan actions. Grubert et al. [58] showed that application switching can be avoided by using 
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around-device space. Items can be placed around the device in a specific position; moving 

the hand to that position triggers the corresponding item. Similarly, Hakoda et al. [67] 

showed that in-air hover gestures could be useful for switching tabs in a web browser. 

Recently, Song et al. [179]  demonstrated that around-device gestures can enrich the 

existing interaction dictionary by exploring the use of AD-Space for a number of tasks, such 

as mode switching, menu selection, navigation, and application management.  

Workspace Navigation: Navigating a large workspace with around-device input has been 

shown to be a promising alternative to standard touch gestures such as flick and pinch 

[108,152,181]. In a recent study, Spindler et al. [181] showed that using in-air space around a 

mobile device can significantly improve workspace navigation performance. They revealed 

that users leverage a larger in-air interaction space with in-air input while browsing a 

workspace. This space is commonly much smaller with a touchscreen than the in-air space 

as the touch space is limited by the devices’ physical boundary. Similarly, Hasan et al. [73] 

examined two map navigation techniques that leverage around-device space and compared 

their performance with the standard pinch-and-flick gestures. Their results showed that 

navigating from one map location to another with the in-air technique is faster over flick 

and pinch. Jones et al. [99] also investigated workspace navigation performance with in-air 

input where they showed that in-air gestures can be as good as traditional touch input for 

workspace navigation. Hwang et al. [90] developed a prototype to track a user’s fingernail 

around the device. They showed that nail input can be used for browsing webpages. In a 

recent work, Chen et al. [28] showed that map or document navigation can be performed 
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with in-air hand movement, as users can interact with the workspace without occluding 

the screen.  

Game Controller: In-air space has also been demonstrated as an input space for game 

controllers. Steins et al. [183] developed a technique called Imaginary device that allows 

users to control a game with in-air hand gestures and postures such that users exploit their 

previous experience of using physical gaming input devices (i.e. Joystick or driving wheel) 

to control games. As examples, they showed that a steering wheel holding posture can be 

mapped to drive a car or an imaginary joystick movement can be used to fly a plane. With 

user two studies, Ketabdar et al. showed that their prototype can detect participants’ hand 

posture with a high accuracy (~97%). 

Imaginary Object Controller: In-air space has also been shown to be useful for controlling 

imaginary objects, such as imaginary phones, imaginary interfaces, imaginary gaming 

controls and imaginary devices. Gustafson et al. [63] initially explored the concept of using 

in-air space for interacting with imaginary interfaces such as drawing on a virtual canvas 

with in-air gestures. They examined users’ performance using such imaginary interfaces in 

scenarios where no devices are available but users can use their hand as a reference point 

to a virtual device. Their results revealed that having a reference point is critical for such 

imaginary interfaces and users’ performance decreases when interactions are further away 

from that point. In a later study, Ens et al. [38] showed that user performance when 

accessing virtual interfaces can be improved by using different visual feedback mechanisms 

such as static and dynamic visual cues. 
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As an extension of work on imaginary interface, Gustafson et al. [66] explored whether 

imaginary interfaces could benefit by leveraging the spatial knowledge that user develop 

using a real-world interface. They developed an Imaginary Phone interface which leverages 

users’ spatial knowledge of mobile widgets (e.g., home screen app icons) to access an 

imaginary phone that is placed on the user’s palm. Via two studies, they showed that users 

can recall (with an average accuracy of 68%) the position of widgets on their mobile phone. 

In additional follow-on work, Gustafson et al. [65] also showed that visual sense (i.e., fingers 

position in the hand) plays an important role in these interfaces as it assists users to interact 

with the virtual mobile widgets with their spatial knowledge. They revealed that when the 

visual sense is removed by obscuring the users’ view, they depend on the tactile feedback 

to access widgets on such interfaces. 

Tangible Interaction: Around-device space has been demonstrated to be effective for 

tangible interactions. Avrahami et al. [10] built a system called Portico that uses two 

cameras above the device display to enable tangible interactions around a portable device 

(e.g., tablet). The system detects and recognizes different physical objects around the 

device and users interact with digital elements on the device by manipulating the physical 

objects around the device. Kane et al. [104] extended this idea by incorporating output 

capabilities in a self-contained device. They added two micro-projectors to provide an 

interactive display around the device. The camera and micro-projector work together to 

provide input (e.g., recognizing objects, gestures) and output capabilities (e.g., projecting 

information to the around-device space). Hwang et al. [88] developed a prototype that 

allows tangible interaction with magnetically driven controllers around the device. The 
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controllers can be operated without power or wireless connection and can be used for a 

wide range of application scenarios. Examples of such scenarios include designing external 

attachments (e.g., a physical joystick or a physical slide with the controllers) interacting 

with mobile UI widgets, performing gestures with the controllers for authentication 

purpose, or attaching a digital pen for supporting drawing application in around-device 

space.  

Though around-device interaction has been investigated for many scenarios, it has received 

very little attention in the context of using the space as storage.  Even research that has 

explored storing items around the body [129] or creating virtual piles[197], has not explored 

how to use the around-device space for accessing large information  repositories (e.g., 

browsing long query results) with in-air mobile interfaces. In addition, to our knowledge, 

around-device interactions have not been evaluated with advanced analytic tasks in which 

users are required to interact with large information content on mobile devices for 

exploratory searching tasks that involved frequent switching, browsing, and revisiting of 

items.  
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Around-Device Sensing 

There has been substantial previous work from industry and academia investigating 

different sensing mechanisms that allow users to track hand movement in real-time around 

the device. There are several industry solutions, such as Vicon motion capture system [193], 

optiTrack motion capture systems [150], the Microsoft Kinect[117] and the Leap motion 

[127] that allow researchers to track users’ hand and finger movements surrounding a 

device. Several prior projects have used these commercial solutions 

[39,47,49,65,72,73,168,185]. These systems commonly use multiple infrared cameras to track 

an object in 3D. Though such commercial solutions provide precise real-time motion 

capture data, miniaturizing for portability on mobile devices is not possible. 

  Augmentation   

  Device Finger/Body Range Accuracy 

 Sensing Solutions Yes No Yes No Low Mid High Low Mid High 

 Commercial  X X X   X   X 

 Infrared Sensor X   X X    X  

 

Depth sensing camera X   X  X   X  

External Camera  X   X  X   X  

O
n

-b
o

a
rd

 S
en

so
rs

 Magnetic sensor  X X   X   X  

On-Device Camera  X  X X   X   

IMU  X  X X   X   

Microphone  X  X  X  X   

 Electric Field Sensing  X  X  X   X  

 

Table 1: A comparison of different sensing approaches used in around-device interaction 
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Accordingly, a number of research projects have mounted external sensors on a mobile 

device to detect in-air hand movement in the device’s vicinity. Researchers have explored 

a number of around-device sensing technologies which are discussed below (a quick 

overview of the techniques is listed in Table 1)  

Infrared proximity sensor 

Infrared (IR) proximity sensors have been widely used to detect the presence of the finger 

around the device. These sensors commonly include IR emitters and receivers, and detect 

the presence of objects by monitoring the IR signal reflected back to the receivers caused 

by finger/obstacle interruptions. SideSight [20] is one of the earlier projects that employed 

IR sensors along the edge of a mobile device to detect the presence of a finger around the 

device. With an array of IR sensors, the system was capable of detecting finger movement 

approximately 8cm around the device. Kratz and Rohs [120] used IR distance sensors to 

facilitate around-device sensing capabilities on mobile devices. Their prototype system 

allowed the mobile device to detect finger and hand activities in a 3D space input it. The 

system consisted of six IR distance sensors attached along the edge of the device, facing 

upwards, to detect coarse hand gestures 5cm to 7cm above the device. The authors also 

showed that the system can recognize seven above-device gestures (e.g., sweep right, sweep 

left, rotate hand, and move top-down) with an accuracy of 88.6%. IR sensors have also been 

used to detect the hand and finger movements around small devices such as smartwatches. 

Nakatsuma et al. [145] attached seven IR sensors at the side of a smartwatch to enable the 

back-of-palm as an extended input space for the device. In a recent study, Withana et al. 
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[203] showed that arrangements of such sensors on different devices (e.g., smartphones, 

smartglasses and smartwatches) could play an important role in saving space, processing 

power, and energy while achieving high in-air gesture detection accuracy.  

Vision-Based Sensing 

On mobile and wearable device platforms, vision-based systems have been used to 

recognize the devices’ surrounding activities. These devices are now equipped with high-

resolution cameras and advanced processing power that allows vision-based around-device 

interaction in real-time. Song [179] showed that a smartphone’s RGB camera can be used 

to recognize in-air hand movement behind or in front of the camera without relying on any 

external sensor. They found that processed on-board camera images can be used to detect 

around-device hand gestures at a short distance with a high accuracy (average 93%) in real-

time. Niikura et al. [147] also used a camera-based approach to track the 3D space above a 

mobile device for text entry. They showed that images captured with embedded camera 

can be used to detect a user’s fingertip, which they later mapped to enter text on a mobile 

device. Hwang et al. [90] observed that when a user applies pressure on a surface with a 

finger, it creates tension and pressure on the blood vessel under the nail of the finger. They 

used the on-device camera to detect this change to track finger posture (such as an 

extended or bent finger). In a recent project, Grubert et al. [59] showed that a mobile 

device’s front facing camera can be used to capture the reflected image in the user's 

sunglasses. This image could further be processed to track the device itself as well as the 

user’s hand around the device. They noted that wearing reflective glasses is very common 
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in some scenarios (e.g., skiing, or biking) and users could leverage reflection on the glasses 

to interact with mobile devices from around-device space. On wearable devices, an on-

board camera has been used to detect around-device activities. Watchme [192] used an 

embedded camera on a smartwatch to sense users’ finger activity around the device. With 

a cloud-based optical character recognition engine, the system allows user input on a 

canvas with mid-air finger strokes.   

Researchers have also demonstrated a method to enhance a camera’s limited field-of-view 

by adding an external attachment, such as omnidirectional mirrors. Yang et al. proposed 

[208] Surround-See, a self-contained smartphone equipped with an omnidirectional 

camera that enables the peripheral vision of its surroundings. The prototype device 

captures a real-time image of the 360˚ surrounding view of the device. The image is further 

processed to detect users’ around-device activities. The authors demonstrated that 

Surround-See is capable of identifying certain activities in the vicinity of the device, such 

as when a user walks away from it or when a user remotely waves at it to alter its state. 

Portico [10] used two cameras on foldable arms positioned above a tablet. The cameras 

were configured to look down at the tablet screen and its surrounding space. With such a 

configuration, Portico extends the device’s sensing capabilities by monitoring a large flied 

of view. Bonfire [104] also used cameras attached to a mobile device to capture users’ 

activities around the device. While Portico enables extended input capabilities to the 

device, Bonfire supports extended input as well as output capabilities around the device 

with two attached laser micro-projectors.  
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Depth cameras have also been used in a number of projects to support a wider range of 

around-device sensing capabilities. For instance, Tango [186] used a short-range depth 

camera on a tablet for gesture and periphery detection. The system allows users to detect 

the position and orientation of the device in a 3D environment. It also provides details 

about the surrounding environment, such as distance and size of any scanned objects in its 

periphery. Kratz et al. [119] used a short-range depth camera to estimate finger pose when 

it comes in contact with the device’s touchscreen. They proposed an algorithm to extract 

finger pose information, such as finger rotation and finger tilt angles relative to the device’s 

touch screen. Results from two user studies confirmed that their algorithm can reliably 

estimate finger poses on mobile devices. In another project, Kratz et al. [121] mounted a 

depth camera on a mobile device to track hand gestures in front of the camera. The authors 

showed that in-air gestures could be mapped to manipulate 3D objects on the device, a 

more intuitive mapping of 3D manipulations rather than using a small 2D touch-screen on 

a mobile device. In similar work, Chen at al. [28] used a depth camera mounted on top of 

the device to track finger activities above the screen. Finally, Ens et al. [39] used a 

SoftKinetic depth camera [177]  to track finger activities in front of a head-worn display 

(HWD). The authors showed that camera input can reliably detect fine and course grained 

gestures (e.g., grasping, pointing and flicking gestures). With a set of applications, they 

demonstrated that such gestures could be used to interact with virtual content displayed 

on the HWD.  
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Magnetic-Field Based Sensing 

Magnetically driven input has been shown as a promising alternative to detect around-

device activities. This around-device sensing style uses a magnet attached to the user’s 

finger. Based on the magnetic field shift recorded by the magnetometer integrated on the 

device, it detects the presence and angular location of the finger holding the magnet. This 

input style has been widely used for around-device interaction as such input does not 

require external power sources.  

Harrison et al. [70] leveraged magnetically-driven input to detect finger activities around a 

watch. They proposed a technique called Abracadabra which uses a small magnet attached 

to the user’s fingertip in combination with an on-device multi-axis magnetometer. When 

the finger moves around the device, the magnetometer detects the magnetic field changes, 

which are further processed to track the finger input around the watch. With a user study, 

the authors demonstrated that magnetic field changes can be used for item selection on 

the smartwatch with a high accuracy (above 92%) even when the targets are small. 

Similarly, a number of projects investigate the use of magnetic sensors in different contexts 

to interact with mobile devices including detecting gestures around a mobile device for text 

entry proposes [111,114], sending commands to mobile devices such as zooming a map or 

selecting an item [112], controlling virtual musical instruments to compose music on mobile 

devices [109], authentication to access mobile devices with in-air 3D gestures [110], creating 

tangible interactions around a mobile device [88], or controlling call alerts [113]. In recent 

work, Hwang et al. [89] showed that a small piece of a magnet can be attached to a pen to 
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create new capabilities for pen-based interaction, such as tracking the pen’s orientation 

and pen spin around mobile devices.  

On-Board Sensor Based Sensing 

Alongside augmentation of the user or environment, researchers have presented a number 

of projects showing in-air interaction capabilities with the device’s on-board sensors, but 

in a limited context. Wen et al. [199] proposed Serendipity that senses fine-grained in-air 

finger gestures with the hand wearing a smartwatch. Serendipity processed onboard sensor 

data (i.e., accelerometer, and gyroscope) to detect a number of hand and finger gestures, 

such as pinching, tapping, rubbing, squeezing and waving. The authors showed that 

onboard sensors can be used to detect the above mentioned gestures with an average 

accuracy of 87%. Similarly, Chen et al. [27] developed techniques that leverage a phone’s 

front camera, accelerometer, and inertia measurement units (IMU) data, to detect the 

position of the phone relative to a user’s body. Their system utilizes the front-facing camera 

to extract the distance between the device and user’s body, on-board compass to detect 

horizontal orientation and accelerometer to find vertical orientation. They evaluated the 

performance of these sensors by attempting to locate 27 around-body positions; the results 

revealed that the sensors achieved 100% accuracy in locating these positions.  

Non-Speech Voice and Acoustic-Based Sensing 

Non-speech voice and acoustic sensing capabilities have advanced to the point of detecting 

sound source locations to create novel around-device interactions. Researchers have 

demonstrated interaction alternatives with a wide range of non-voice input, such as 
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humming [182], whooshing [161] and blowing [26,45,154] at close proximity to the device. 

Such non-speech voice input is commonly acquired by an on-device microphone or with 

an array of a microphones attached to the device. Researchers have also explored the time 

distance of arrival (TDOA) approach as a promising acoustic localization technique that 

relies on input from a set of acoustic sensors, i.e., microphones, attached to the device. In 

TDOA, the time difference at which the acoustic signals get processed allow the system to 

localize the sound source.  

In a recent project, Xiao et al. [204] applied TDOA principles to detect hand tap events 

around mobile devices. Their system, Toffee, used four piezo sensors at the four corners of 

a mobile device or a laptop to detect sound source around the device. With a set of 

microphones, the system can detect sound source location within 1m2 within the centre of 

the device. Harrison and Hudson [69] proposed Scratch Input that leverages acoustic based 

input for around-device interaction. They constructed a prototype with a modified 

stethoscope and showed that their system is capable of detecting sound produced by finger 

scratches with a high accuracy (~90%).   

Despite their potential to be used as a promising input modality for mobile and wearable 

devices, acoustic based sensing has several limitations. For example, the acoustic based 

input is highly prone to interference from ambient noise. Additionally, such input may not 

be appropriate in social settings such as when a person is in a conversation with others or 

in a meeting.  
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Electric Field Sensing Approaches 

GestIC [50] is one of the earlier commercial technologies that deploys electric field sensing 

to detect near field around-device gestures. Several commercial products provide tracking 

at a range up to 15cm around the attached device.  

Alongside commercial technologies, researchers have also explored electric field sensing 

technology to enable around-device interaction on mobile and wearable devices. Goc et al. 

[126] used an electric field to achieve hand and finger localization around a mobile device. 

Based on GestIC’s chip, they built a low-cost, thin, transparent prototype which is used on 

top of the touch screen to allow the device to sense hand and finger activities surrounding 

the device. The authors demonstrated that the prototype can track 3D motion gestures and 

provide precise hand and finger localization around the device.  In recent work, Zhou et al. 

[217] showed that electric field technology can also be embedded in small devices such as 

smartwatches to enable around-device interaction.  

Other Sensing Approaches 

In recent years, researchers have investigated unconventional sensing mechanisms, such 

as using GSM signals or radio waves to track hand and finger movements around the device. 

Zhao et al. [214] used reflected GSM pulses from hand movements around a mobile device 

to recognize AD-gestures. They showed that, with a robust algorithm, the system is capable 

of detecting and recognizing gestures with a high accuracy. Nandakumar et al. [146] 

proposed fingerIO, an active sonar system to track a user’s hand movement to provide fine 

grained input for around-device interaction. They showed that fingerIO supports 2D finger 
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tracking around the device with an average accuracy of 8mm, even when the device is 

occluded by objects or is in the user’s pocket. Recently, Google lunched Soli [156], a small 

portable device that use radio waves generated by hand activities received by a small radar. 

Researchers have shown that in spite of its small form factor, Soli can be reliably used to 

detect fine-grained finger gestures with high precision [198]. 

The Samsung Galaxy S4 [166] is the first commercial mobile device that tracks in-air hand 

movement above the device. It contains two capacitive sensors to support touch and hover 

state on the device. The hover feature allows users to perform hand gestures above the 

device to control basic on-device functionalities, such as answering or rejecting a call 

without touching the screen. However, to activate the sensing, a close proximity to the 

deivce (approximately 6mm) is required and only limited interaction capabilities with a 

small number of in-air gestures are supported. 

All of these efforts to develop around-device sensing capabilities inspired us to anticipate 

that future smartphones will come equipped with advanced 3D around-device sensing 

technologies. Therefore, in this thesis, we assume that self-contained reliable tracking in 

3D around the device will become possible in the near future. As a result, we emulate the 

around-device sensing environment with a Vicon motion tracking system [193] (MX system 

with eight TSeries cameras) to track participants’ hand and finger movements around 

mobile devices. We choose this sensing solution as it provides precise movement data in 

real-time around the device. 
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Around-Device Feedback 

Feedback about around-device items is very crucial as it provides guidance to point at the 

off-screen items. Researchers have proposed a wide range of visual and non-visual feedback 

mechanisms that can present around-device items either on the device or in mid-air, as 

shown in Table 2. 

 Visual Non-Visual 

On-Device 
Visual Cue Contact Tactile 

Audio 

In-Air 

Projection 

Light Emitting Diode (LED) 

Fog Display 

In-Air Bubble 

Non-Contact Tactile 

Table 2 Feedback on around-device items can be presented with on-device or in-air with visual and 
non-visual approaches.  

On-Device Visual Feedback  

On-device visual feedback commonly uses screen space to represent off-screen items. 

Researchers have explored a number of different solutions for presenting off-screen items 

on the device using the following visual feedback mechanisms:  

Overview: is a widely used approach [15,62,71–73,86,94,96] to present around-device 

feedback. With Overview, a large workspace is shown with a miniature view on the device’s 

screen where the remaining on-screen space is used to provide a detailed view of the 

workspace. When a user manipulates the detailed view with flick or pinch gestures (to pan 
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or zoom the workspace), corresponding changes are reflected on the overview. Researchers 

have demonstrated that using Overview to provide around-device feedback to localize 

relative item and finger positions is essential for efficient navigation in a large workspace 

[38,40,71,72]. However, overview consumes a portion of screen space and occludes the 

detailed view presented underneath it. To overcome such limitations, researchers have 

proposed the use of contextual cues [14,62,213] where abstract shapes are used near the 

edge of the screen to minimize such issues.  

City Lights [213]: is one of the earlier works that used the contextual cue concept. With City 

Lights, the around-device information is displayed using thick lines. The lines are projected 

at the edge of the screen based on the orthogonal projection of the around-device items. 

Additionally, line properties, such as thickness or colors, are used to represent the distance 

of the off-screen items from the screen. One of the major drawbacks of this technique is 

the limited feedback regarding the exact position of the around-device items.  

EdgeRadar [64]: is another cue based technique that extends the idea of overview and City 

Light. In this technique, the overview is distributed into four regions and positioned along 

the four edges of the screen. The around-device objects are commonly represented by small 

proxies or dots on the four docked sub-overviews. These proxies convey relative distance 

and direction of the off-screen items. Hossain et al. [86] extended this idea to provide 

selection capabilities on these off-screen items. They proposed a technique, EdgeSplit, 

which splits the docked sub-overviews into multiple small regions, such that each region 
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contains one off-screen item. The authors showed that accessing off-screen items with 

EdgeSplit is faster than the traditional touchscreen input. 

Halo [14]: is another well-known contextual cue-based representation, in which a circle is 

drawn, centered at an around-device item. A small portion of this circle (i.e., arc) is 

displayed on the edge of the screen. The arc shrinks or grows as the user moves the device 

from close to or far away from the item. Though this representation provides continuous 

guidance of off-screen items by changing its size, it can lead to clutter and overlap when 

dealing with a large number of off-screen items.  

Wedge [62]: To overcome this limitation, Gustafson et al. proposed a cue-based 

representation called Wedge. Instead of an arc, a wedge shape is used on the edge of the 

screen to present an off-screen item. This around-device feedback mechanism has been 

demonstrated to be more accurate for finding off-screen items than Halo as it reduces 

overlap and minimizes clutter related issues. Burigat [19] compared the performance of 

Overview and Wedge with a large number of around-device items for navigation tasks. 

They found that users were faster and more accurate in finding around-device content with 

Overview than Wedge. In another study, Gonçalves et al [52] showed the overview 

technique provides better information about items that around the device and assists users 

in navigating such items.  

In-Air Visual Feedback  

In-air visual feedback commonly takes places around the device where the items are 

actually located. With the advent of new technologies, researchers have demonstrated that 
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feedback regarding the off-screen items can be provided in the around-device space. 

Several previous projects used commercial solutions that support an immersive virtual 

reality or augmented reality environment to display around items around the device. For 

instance, Visbox cave system [194], which is a projection-based VR display, is commonly 

used to show around-device items and contents [42,43]. Additionally, commercial head-

word displays (e.g., Epson Moverio) were also shown to be useful to provide around-device 

feedback [56–58,172]. However, due to the high cost, these solutions are not widely 

accessible to a general audience. Additionally, miniaturizing to make them portable for a 

mobile device is not yet possible.  

Small projection devices have been shown to be a viable alternative to provide around-

device feedback such as pico- or laser projectors [104,125] or arrays of LEDs [49,143,157]. 

Laput et al. [125] developed a smartwatch prototype that used a laser projector to provide 

visual feedback regarding items on users’ skin. With a user study, they found that their 

system provides reliable output (with an item-recognition accuracy of 98%) around the 

device. Qin et al. [157] showed that dynamic ambient lighting can be used to provide 

feedback on items that are placed around the device. They developed a prototype system 

with 40 RGB LEDs attached to the edge of a mobile device and used a light aura to convey 

information. Muller et al. [143] investigated the design space of ambient light to display off-

screen information. They built a prototype system with 50 LEDs to provide feedback for 

off-screen items. With two user studies, they explored different design issues such as how 

best to represent distance and direction of off-screen items with light. Their results 

revealed that using light feedback reduced user workload and increased the system’s 
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usability. Freeman et al. [48] also  explored the design space for such interactive output 

modalities. They built a prototype system where they attached an array of 60 LEDs to the 

edge of a device. They showed that these LEDs have two major properties, brightness and 

hue, which can be varied to effectively display around-device information.  

Other approaches to provide feedback directly around the device include using fog 

[41,135,158], mid-air bubbles [144,170], levitated  lightweight object and hologram [81] to 

support projection. Plasencia et al. [135] proposed MisTable where a see-through and 

interactive surface is created with fog. They used a fog distribution system to ensure a 

continuous flow of fog, projectors to project content on the fog, and a Kinect to track users’ 

movement to provide interaction capabilities with the content. The authors showed that 

the fog surface can be used as a personal space between the user and the tabletop to display 

2D and 3D content. 

Seah et al. [170] showed that fog-filled bubbles can also be used to display information in 

mid-air. They built an in-air display system, SensaBubble that creates different sized fog-

filled bubbles with visual information displayed on them to convey information to users. 

The system tracks mid-air bubbles with a Microsoft Kinect [117] and projects information 

on the bubbles with an external projector. With a user study, the authors examined how 

well users could extract information (such as color, text, and digits) from in-air display. 

Their results revealed that colors can be detected with high accuracy; however, text and 

digit recognition decreases with increasing characters or digits. In a recent project, Sahoo 

et al. [165] showed that mid-air feedback could be provided with small and lightweight 
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objects that can be levitated with an acoustic levitation technique. They used an 

electrostatic field-based approach to position and rotate the lightweight objects to project 

light along a direction.  

Most of the feedback mechanisms discussed in this section are heavily dependant on 

external and bulky attachments. Therefore, such solutions are yet not feasible for 

integration with small portable devices.  

Non-Visual On-Device Feedback  

Non-visual feedback mechanisms do not occupy screen space to provide feedback on 

around-device items, thus saving valuable screen space on the small device for other 

interaction.  

While exploring the previous research on non-visual on-device feedback for around-device 

interaction, we found that researchers used audio and non-contact tactile feedback for 

providing around-device feedback. One of the major advantages of audio feedback is that 

it doesn’t require users’ visual attention and it is also useful when there is no display 

available to provide visual feedback.  Zhao et al. [216] developed earPod, which used audio 

to provide feedback on items to allow eye-free menu selection. They divided the touchpad 

dial of an Apple iPad into multiple sectors, similar to a Pie menu [74,215] or marking menu 

[122,123], and placed the virtual menu items (e.g., color, job, and instrument) on the sectors. 

When a user moved their finger on the touchpad, feedback on the currently selected item 

was provided with audio to an external headset. Ashbrook et al. [8] built a wearable smart-

ring prototype that used audio to provide feedback on around-device items. The items were 
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placed around the device and users selected items one-by-one by rotating the ring. A 

similar strategy was used by Imaginary Phone [66] where users selected virtual items that 

were placed on a user’s palm. Kajastila and Lokki [102] also used audio to provide feedback 

on items that are placed in an in-air circular menu. When users accessed the menu items 

by moving their hand on the circular menu, the feedback on the currently selected item 

was provided with visual cues and audio. With a user study, they showed that participants 

can effectively access menu items with audio feedback and visual cues. However, some of 

the users were in favor of audio feedback as it does not require any visual attention. Though 

the audio provides accurate and reliable feedback, such forms of feedback may not be 

socially acceptable as it might intrude on other people around the device. 

Niikura et al. [147] developed a typing interface with in-air space around the device where 

tactile feedback was provided on the device. They attached a vibration motor on the back 

of the device to provide vibration feedback. When the user types a letter, it provides 

feedback with a short vibration. One of the limitations of such feedback mechanisms is 

limited distance and directional feedback on the around-device items.  

Non-Visual In-Air Feedback  

Prior work on around-device interaction has shown a number of different approaches to 

provide non-visual in-air feedback on the around-device items. A number of projects have 

explored the benefits of providing tactile feedback for around-device interaction. Iwamoto 

et al. [95] fabricated a prototype with an array of 91 ultrasound transducers that are placed 

in a hexagonal arrangement to provide tactile feedback in 3D space above a device. Later, 
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they extended this idea to provide feedback with a mid-air tactile display [85] where the 

system can float an image allowing users to freely interact with it. The authors also 

developed an interactive system where the hand position was tracked using an IR-based 

hand positioning system. Items (such as bounding balls, raindrops) were positioned and 

tactile feedback was provided based on the hand positon. The authors developed a number 

of prototypes varying the number of aerial sensors and the hand tracking mechanism to 

provide fine-grained feedback in mid-air [79,80,82–84]. In these projects, the feedback was 

commonly provided in a single localized point. Carter et al. [23] built a system, 

UltraHaptics, that provides in-air tactile feedback on multiple points using an array of 

ultrasonic transducers. With two user studies, the authors showed that users could 

distinguish tactile feedback even with a small variation in the feedback. Wilson et al. [202] 

explored users’ perceptions of using tactile feedback for providing in-air feedback. They 

showed that users can successfully localize a point of feedback (within 8.5mm), though 

localization accuracy is decreased along the longitudinal axis, (i.e., the long axis of the 

body) when compared to the transverse axis (across the body). In further projects, the 

authors investigated hardware solutions to support feedback on mobile platforms [4,93] 

and designed guidelines for developing systems with tactile feedback [149].  

Air pressure has been shown as an alternate solution to provide haptic feedback. Sodhi et 

al. [176] developed a system, AIREAL, that used air vortex to provide tactile feedback in 

free-air. The system relies on a depth camera to track a user’s hand and uses a vortex 

generator to generate vortices and provide feedback. Later, Gupta et al. [61] explored how 

the different design properties such as vortex velocity, feedback delay, and aperture size 
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could potentially influence the performance of such systems. Though several researchers 

showed that haptic feedback through air pressure  provides rich user experiences [175,191], 

the resolution of such approaches is low compared to other solutions (e.g., ultrasonic 

transducers based solutions). 

Table 3 shows a comparison of the feedback options discussed in this section. We 

categorize them based on properties such as (i) feedback type: that specifies whether the 

information is presented continuously or discretely, (ii) visibility: which indicates whether 

the presentation technique has capabilities to provide a clear visual feedback or not, (iii) 

display mode: which indicates whether information is presented direct in off-screen space 

where the item is actually located or on the screen displayed as an off-screen item; and (iv) 

tangibility: which indicates whether the presented information is tangible or not.  

 Feedback Type Visibility Display mode Tangibility 

 Discrete Cont. High Mid Low Direct Indirect Tangible Intangible 

Visual Cue  X X    X  X 

Contact tactile X    X  X X  

Projection   X X   X   X 

Fog display   X  X  X  X  

In-air Bubble   X  X  X  X  

LED (on edge)   X   X  X  X 

Audio  X    X  X  X 

Non-contact tactile X    X X  X  

Table 3: A comparison of different feedback mechanism for around-device interaction 
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In the table, we can see that there are a few choices that can be used to provide continuous 

feedback on the around-device items and hand movement (e.g., visual cues, projection, for 

display, in-air bubble and LED). As effective cues are crucial to locate off-screen items, we 

primarily considered two options that provide feedback with higher visibility of around-

device items: visual cues and projection-based approaches. Since projection based systems 

are difficult to miniaturize, embedding them on a mobile device is not possible. Therefore, 

we decided to go with visual cue approaches.  

In this section, we discussed different visual cue options to provide feedback regarding 

around-device items. Researchers showed that overviews of the entire workspace have 

better performance for providing feedback on around-device activities. Therefore, in this 

thesis, we used overview as the feedback mechanism to present around-device items, hand, 

and fingers. 

AD-Interactions and Social Acceptance 

In contrast to the significantly large number of works on AD-interactions, AD-Sensing and 

AD-feedback mechanisms [20,70,111,114,120], the social acceptance, or users’ comfort level, 

of these interactions has received very little attention. Projects have mostly studied AD-

interactions in a lab setting. To our knowledge, only Jones et al. [99] and Kratz et al. [121] 

have considered how users would feel about using AD-interactions in a public setting. Jones 

et al. [99], who compared various AD-methods for panning and zooming, also asked their 

study participants how comfortable they would feel using the AD-methods in public places. 

They report that although the enlarged interaction space provided by the AD-methods was 
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valued, participants said they were less likely to use these in public settings. Similarly, Kratz 

et al. [121], who studied AD-techniques for rotating on-screen objects, found that 

participants were split regarding using AD-technique in public. These findings, together 

with recent studies [142,162,163,200,201] regarding users’ concerns and feelings about 

performing body or device-based gestures in public settings – e.g., tapping the shoulder or 

shaking the phone to mute a call – warrant caution and further investigations. Probing user 

perceptions of novel AD-interactions could allow designers to rule out unwanted styles of 

input. What is needed is an understanding of how AD-interactions are perceived in 

ecologically valid settings.  

Social Acceptability 

While AD-gestures have not been studied from the perspective of social acceptability, other 

gestural interactions have been explored. Ronkainen et al. [163] introduced the idea of 

studying social acceptance of gesture input on mobile devices. In an online survey they 

used short video clips of people performing different device-based gestures (e.g., swinging 

and slapping the device) for various tasks and in different settings (café, library, while 

walking). Participants were asked to comment on whether they would use the featured 

gestures themselves. As participants were not explicitly instructed to consider the social 

setting in their responses, Ronkainen et al. were surprised to find that roughly half of the 

participants mentioned context-related and social issues in their rationales when rejecting 

a gesture.  
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Rico and Brewster [162] expanded on this finding and studied how social setting influences 

the acceptance of device-based and body-based gestures (e.g., tapping the nose, squeezing 

the forearm). Again, participants watched short video clips showing a person using the 

examined gestures while being alone in a room. From this, participants were asked to state 

where and in front of whom they would use the gestures themselves. Rico and Brewster 

found that participants were very selective regarding usage context: both locations (e.g., at 

home, on a sidewalk, in a café) and audience (e.g., colleagues, family, and strangers) 

affected participants’ willingness to use gestures. In a follow-up, user reactions were elicited 

from eleven persons having performed some of the gestures, both in a private room and on 

a busy sidewalk. Most participants commented on how different they felt when performing 

the gestures in public, i.e., feeling of discomfort and feeling uncomfortable and worry about 

what others might think. Several participants also reported feeling somewhat less 

uncomfortable in later stages of the exercise. These findings demonstrate the potential 

limits of letting participants imagine usage without having had a firsthand experience with 

strangers watching of their own behaviour.   

Williamson et al. [200,201] collected user experiences and insights from real-world usage 

situations. They asked participants to use a mobile phone application operated though 

body gestures (nods, rotating and shaking the wrist). The majority of registered usage 

situations took place in private while at home or in semi-private settings at work or when 

walking. Only a few participants decided to use the application during public transport. 

Many worried about what others would think and worked out strategies to appropriate or 

disguise the gestures in order to avoid attention from potential spectators. Williamson et 
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al. also report that several participants noted a large, and unanticipated, difference between 

how they felt about ‘transitory’ and ‘sustained’ spectatorship (e.g., a person catching a 

glimpse of the interaction while walking by versus a fellow passenger on a train that 

watches the interaction for a longer time).  

Montero et al. [142] used video clip demonstrations of device-based gestures. They asked 

participants to indicate on a scale from ‘embarrassed’ to ‘comfortable’ how they would feel 

performing the example gestures in a public place. Their results demonstrate that factors 

such as gesture category, ‘suspenseful’ (e.g., writing a letter with a large in-air gesture) or 

‘magical’ (e.g., controlling a light from a mobile phone), have an impact on the acceptability 

of device-based gestures. Interestingly, their results also show that early and late 

technology adopters perceive suspenseful gestures, those with a clear action that is easily 

seen by bystanders but without a noticeable outcome, as being less acceptable. These 

results could suggest that AD-gestures may not be accepted for public use.  

In summary, previous work clearly demonstrates that people are very concerned about 

what others think and how they will react when observing them perform unusual 

interactions. Previous studies also show that people are selective regarding which gestures 

they would feel comfortable with in various social settings. However, AD-gestures – as well 

as many body-based and device-based gestures – possess several attributes, such as the area 

of input and duration that can affect comfort and acceptance. No prior study has explored 

whether and how user attitudes and acceptance vary depending on such features, a task 

necessary to refine and propose novel AD-interactions. 
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Thumb Input on Mobile Devices 

The thumb is commonly the only available finger to interact with mobile devices in one-

handed mobile interactions [78]. Researchers have mostly studied the use of thumb for 

one-handed mobile usage scenarios to facilitate touch interaction. They point out several 

limitations of one-handed thumb input on mobile devices which are discussed in this 

section:  

Researchers have demonstrated that the length of the thumb sets a significant limit on 

what screen areas can be reached [16,105,106,212]. This is often referred to as “reachability”. 

A number of research studies have been conducted to explore alternate interface designs 

to tackle reachability issues. For instance, Karlson and Bederson [105] proposed 

ThumbSpace, which used a miniature version of the screen (i.e., a proxy of the screen) and 

was placed in thumb-reachable screen space. Similarly, Hürst and Merkle [87] presented 

an interface where users can swipe their thumb on an arc-shape thumb-reachable on-

screen band to access items that are not reachable via thumb. To facilitate thumb input for 

one-handed interaction, researchers have also proposed shifting the cursor by a fixed or 

variable distances [116,151,155], using a virtual on-screen thumb [124], using fisheye and 

zoomable interface techniques [107], moving interface components based on device tilt 

direction [25], using back-of-device input to access information [75,209], or using the back 

and front surface simultaneously [210].    

While using the phone with one hand, information on the screen easily gets occluded by 

the interacting thumb. This scenario is commonly refer to “Occlusion”. Consequently, it 
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triggers inaccuracy while selecting an item that is occluded by the thumb [106]. To address 

this problem, researchers have explored a number of solutions, such as zooming and 

shifting the occluded items to a visible on-screen space [9,195], triggering an occluded item 

with a predefined thumb-gesture [206,211], or using back-of-device input [13,171]. 

Researchers showed that the size of items displayed on the screen is crucial while accessing 

items with the thumb for one-handed interaction. Parhi et al. [153] studied the optimal 

target size for discrete item selections such as selecting a radio button or checkbox and 

repetitive target selection actions such as typing a word with a soft keyboard on a mobile 

device.  Their results revealed that target size should be higher than 9.2mm for discrete 

item selection and 9.6mm for repetitive target selection. Researchers have also proposed 

the use of zoom-based techniques in which the canvas and items underneath the finger 

zoom to provide a larger selection space [164], showing a cursor with an offset from the 

finger [155,195], and displaying the occluded content with a callout and a cursor above the 

finger [195].  

While a significant amount of work has explored how to use the thumb for one-handed 

mobile interaction, there has been much less attention devoted to using the thumb to 

access thumb-reachable in-air space. Schmieder et al. [169] showed that a mobile phone’s 

front-facing camera can be used to recognize 3D thumb movement above the camera. The 

authors also showed that thumb movement can be used as a continuous input on the 

device. They conducted one user study with three gesture types: thumb tilt gestures: tilting 

the thumb either to the right or left; thumb distance gestures: distance between the thumb 
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and the camera; and circular gestures: circular motion in front of the camera) for 

performance and user satisfaction. Results revealed that the system can recognize each 

gesture with a high degree of accuracy. Additionally, participants found circular gestures 

are more difficult to perform than others.  

In my thesis, we are the first to explore the use of thumb-reachable around-device space 

for interacting with the mobile device. We consider this space as complementary to the 

large around-device space that can be accessible via the other hand. As this space is closer 

to the touch screen, it could also be used in conjunction with touch input to design new 

interaction capabilities.  

Bimanual Interaction 

Researchers have studied users’ ability to control two hands in a number of contexts, such 

as desktop [12,97,131,136], handheld devices [37,138], pen-based interfaces [74] and wearable 

devices [118]. Buxton and Myers [21] did an early investigation on bimanual interaction and 

demonstrated that using two hands significantly improves the performance of a navigation 

and selection task over uni-manual interaction. Inspired by these results, researchers have 

shown the advantages of using two-handed input over a single-handed input for symmetric 

and asymmetric bimanual tasks. Symmetric assignments, in which both hands have a 

similar role and are used in parallel, has been shown to improve performance [12,24,128]. 

However, Balakrishnan and Hinckley [12] revealed that due to the lack of visual integration, 

symmetric role assignments could become asymmetric. Asymmetric bimanual interaction 

was further defined by Guiard’s [60] Kinematic Chain (KC) model where the non-dominant 
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hand provides the frame of reference and the dominant hand regulates the finer level of 

detail. Both styles of interaction have shown useful results on different interactive 

paradigms including tablets [11] and free-hand mid-air input [35]. 

Ideally, users can access two around-device spaces while holding the phone with their non-

dominant hand: (i) the large in-air space that can be reachable with their dominant hand 

and (ii) the small in-air space just above the mobile device accessible via the thumb of the 

hand holding the device. In this thesis, we leverage both in-air spaces for designing an 

application for a mobile device. We followed the Guiard’s KC model to design our tasks to 

support bimanual interaction. We used asymmetric bimanual interactions on mobile 

devices, where we asked participants to hold the mobile phone with the non-dominant 

hand and access in-air space with the dominant hand. Holding the phone with non-

dominant hand creates a reference point and the dominant hand uses this reference point 

to navigate around the in-air space. Additionally, the dominant hand performs fine-grained 

operations such as exploring items and panes, whereas the non-dominant hand (using 

thumb) issues course-grained operations.  

Information Browsing on Mobile Devices  

Though mobile devices provide access to information on-the-go, accessing information on 

small devices presents several limitations. For instance, mobile devices are commonly 

equipped with limited display space which can only show a limited amount of information 

on the screen. Researchers have demonstrated that the limited display space makes 

information browsing (e.g., accessing weather forecast, browsing news) slower on mobile 
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devices than on a desktop computer [100,174].  They also reported that users completed 

fewer tasks on a mobile device than a desktop computer in a given period of time.  

To enhance the experience of browsing information on small platforms (i.e., mobile), prior 

research has recommended design guidelines. Examples of such guidelines include 

transforming a large web page into multiple small blocks and displaying individual 

information blocks one at a time on the small screen [205], optimizing item placement 

strategies for navigation elements to provide better user browsing experience [91], and 

using pagination to reduce the amount of scrolling [51]. Additionally, to better present the 

information on mobile devices, researchers have suggested using shorter text [32] or key 

phrases to summarize longer text passages [101]. 

Prior work showed that user information browsing patterns (e.g., keyword used, search 

query length) are influenced by several factors, such as the user’s device platform, usage 

time, and user location. Song et al. [180] showed that user browsing patterns, such as  query 

volume, query category, query length and search time, vary significantly from one platform 

to another (i.e., desktop vs. mobile). Kamvar et al. [103] conducted a similar study to explore 

user information browsing patterns across different devices and showed that the pattern 

also differs across similar platforms such as between the iPhone and an android mobile 

phone. Sohn et al. [178] revealed that users’ location, context, and time of mobile phone 

usage have an influence on user information seeking patterns. With a two-week diary 

study, they found that users frequently access information on a mobile phone when they 

are prompted by a conversation with other people, when they want to find information 
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based on location-based artifacts such as a billboard, and when they are looking for route 

directions. With a similar study, Church and Smyth [31] found that user location, activity, 

time to access information, and social interactions play a role while accessing information 

on mobile devices. Other work [29,76,77] confirmed these factors as influential dynamics 

concerning user information access patterns on mobile devices.  

In 2008, Church and Oliver [30] investigated mobile web usage and mobile search patterns. 

Their results revealed that people commonly use the mobile web when they are at home or 

at the office. Results also indicated that people access information via mobile phone to 

share it with another person, such as a friend, colleague, or family member. Nylander et al. 

[148] conducted a similar study where they found that people commonly use the internet 

on a mobile device when they are at home (31% of total usage) and do not have a computer 

near them (49% of total usage). Additionally, they found that people accessed information 

on mobile devices to perform a wide range of activities such as reading news and social 

updates, checking email, or making transactions. In a recent study, Carrascal and Church 

[22] showed that users intensively use browsing, communication, social networking, and 

e-commerce applications on their mobile devices. The authors revealed that people spend 

a significant amount of time on analytic tasks, such as searching for products on shopping 

and retail websites. In addition, a recent survey jointly conducted by Google [53] and 

Nielsen [134] showed that mobile users spent, on average, more than 15 hours per week 

researching products and deals on their mobile phone [54]. Additionally, they found that 

93% of the searches on mobile devices commonly lead to a final purchase decision. These 

results show promise for a new era of mobile commerce (i.e., m-commerce), in which 
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mobile applications would be the primary media to reach customers and facilitate 

transactions.  

Inspired by this finding, we demonstrate the potential of around-device interactions for m-

commerce applications. In addition, we investigate in-air space to support analytic 

decision-making tasks, such as purchasing products, that require users to browse and 

interact with a large amount of information content before arriving at a decision. This 

decision-making task commonly consists of many subtasks such as searching product 

categories, applying filters to narrow searches, inspecting alternative products, adding 

products to a shortlist, and browsing and comparing shortlisted items before making the 

final purchase decision. These sub-tasks require users to perform many fundamental 

mobile operations such as selection, navigation and switching between multiple 

applications windows. 
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Chapter 3: Design and Evaluation of the Around-Device Space for 

Accessing Mobile Device Content 

In this chapter, we explore the possibilities of using the around-device space for accessing 

items that are placed around the device. To achieve this goal, we design a novel mobile user 

interface called around-device binning or AD-Binning that allows users to store and 

retrieve virtual contents around the device. To design AD-Binning, we start by finding AD-

Binning’s input range around a mobile device. Our results reveal that users can comfortably 

reach up to 40cm from the device when they are holding it close to their body. We next 

explore a set of design factors that are related to placing and retrieving content in around-

device space. Through a series of user studies, each building on the results of the previous, 

we explore a number of design parameters including suitable around-device target (or bin) 

size, methods for selecting items in around-device space, and mid-air space discretization 

methods. We also investigate different in-air virtual content placement (i.e., binning) and 

retrieval strategies. Our investigations provide us insight on how the various design 

parameters influence the performance of the AD-Binning technique.  

With this knowledge, we conduct a further study showing the potential of using the 

around-device space for a practical AD-Binning usage scenario for browsing information 

content. In this study, users participated in an analytic task that involves frequent zooming, 

panning, and re-visitation of items to make a final decision. We compare our AD-binning 

technique that leverages the around-device space with traditional touch input (i.e., pinch 

and flick gestures). Results reveal that AD-binning significantly reduces information 
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browsing time over touch input by avoiding frequent selection and flicking mechanisms 

needed for touch interaction. 

AD-Binning Design Framework 

AD-Binning is inspired by earlier work demonstrating that around-device input is valuable 

for interacting with small form-factor devices [70] and for extending the input vocabulary 

of mobiles [114,120]. Device manufacturers are considering adopting around-device sensing 

methods in next generation mobile devices [10]. Unlike most prior work on around-device 

interaction [20,70,99,114,120,121], we focus on direct interaction with off-screen content. 

Such an interaction style presumes that the mobile device’s interaction plane extends 

beyond the physical boundaries of the device [38], and users can directly point to retrieve 

items. Prior work on a class of interactions involving around-body input [33,129] suggests 

that users can leverage their spatial abilities to efficiently recall items through mid-air 

pointing. We expect similar benefits for AD-Binning. We examine additional prior work to 

frame AD-Binning’s design factors.  

Design Factors 

Several key factors influence the design of AD-Binning. We explore these factors in relation 

to prior work. 

Selection methods 

AD-Binning allows users to explore content by letting the user move their finger in the 

space around the device. This facilitates rapid item browsing. However, a selection is 

required to retrieve an item and put it into focus. Researchers have designed similar 
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mechanisms for triggering a selection when iterating through items using auxiliary input 

channels, such as pressure and tilt. These include dwelling on an item [74], quickly 

releasing a button [160], or lifting the finger [160]. AD-Binning facilitates item selection 

through two general methods: interaction on the device for triggering selection (touch or 

back-tap) or micro-gestures in mid-air around the device. We investigate the suitability of 

both of these methods. 

Bin size 

AD-Binning relies on direct off-screen pointing to place and retrieve items, a task 

influenced by Fitt’s law [130]. AD-Binning provides the advantage that items around the 

device can take on large sizes to compensate for the small size commonly seen on mobile 

devices. However, little is known of how small targets can be without affecting 

performance. We investigate suitable bin sizes to facilitate accurate selection. 

Visual feedback 

To get rapid and accurate access to around-device items, effective on-screen cues are 

needed to point at (a) off-screen items [38] and (b) the user’s moving finger. Overviews of 

the entire workspace have shown slightly better performance for direct off-screen pointing 

[38] than visual cues such as Wedge [62]. The differences between these visual techniques 

are affected by regions in which off-screen items are placed (performance with Wedge is 

non-uniform across the viewport). The design of AD-Binning uses an overview to show 

relative item positions and the user’s finger in AD-Space.  
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Space discretization for bins 

Closely tied to the input range and target size is the method for breaking up the around-

device space into bins or space discretization. With auxiliary input streams (pressure and 

tilt) input discretization leads to better control [74,160,173]. Due to the bio-mechanical 

limits of the arm and difference in control at extreme arm ranges, we examine the effect of 

applying different discretization methods to the task of placing and retrieving around-

device items.  

Input range around the device 

The bio-mechanical properties of the human arm dictate that on average users can extend 

their arm to about 60cm [133], limiting how many items can be placed off-screen. Little is 

known about this range when the arm moves around the device, i.e. the right arm on the 

left side will have a smaller range. We capture this range in a pilot prior to the studies. 

Ideal binning locations 

Prior work has shown that pointing at items placed in corners around the device is less 

effective and accurate than pointing at items on the sides [38]. These results were not 

obtained by evaluating the entire range for placing items and therefore more knowledge of 

ideal locations can assist in the design of AD-Binning.  

Binning methods 

Spatial memory and proprioceptive feedback can assist in retrieving information that is laid 

out spatially [33,167,197]. Ideally, information can be placed, or binned, using techniques 

that leverage this capability. 
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Mode switching 

AD-Binning requires mode switching to differentiate around-device input from other 

accidental gestures in space. Mode switching could be explicit, wherein the user sets the 

device in bin-mode as needed. Alternatively, advanced sensing mechanisms could 

distinguish users’ fingers in space separately from other items around the device.  

AD-Binning Apparatus and Input Range 

Apparatus 

In this work, we assume that finger tracking in 3D around the device will become possible 

[10]. We emulate such a system using a Vicon MX system with eight cameras (T-Series) to 

track participants’ hand movements (a). We placed markers on a smartphone (Nokia 

Lumina 800, size = 48.380.59mm, resolution = 480800 pixels) and on a Velcro loop worn 

on the right-hand index finger (a). A Windows Presentation Foundation server application 

transferred tracking data every 10ms from the Vicon over Wi-Fi to the experimental 

software (Silverlight Windows Phone application) running on the smartphone. Advised by 

previous work [33] on how performance (task speed and accuracy) drastically suffers as the 

input space extends from 2D to 3D, the current implementation of AD-Binning only 

considers the space defined by the plane around the device: all interactions above or below 
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the plane (in the z-direction) are projected on the interaction plane (Figure 5b). Future 

work will investigate the use of 3D space to layer items.  

AD-Binning Input Range 

To determine AD-Binning’s input range we asked two female and four male adults (these 

and all subsequent participants were right-handed and stood in the experiments) to hold a 

smartphone in their left hand and to ‘draw’ a half-circle around the device with their right 

hand, going from the left to right, and then back again five times.  Participants were asked 

to perform without reaching their maximum distance. The collected movement data 

resulted in three design decisions: 1) 40cm was comfortably within reach for all participants 

and we used this value as the maximum input range (as shown in Figure 6); 2) points within 

¾ of a full circle are within reach, and we use this to map bins into a circular layout; 3) we 

split the circular space into five sectors mapped to cardinal directions (North, North-East 

or labeled as Top, Top-Right) to facilitate spatial recall of items (Figure 5b). More than five 

sectors results items that are too small within the inner circle, leading to inefficient 

 

Figure 5: (a) Vicon apparatus. (b) The AD-Binning space. 
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selection in these regions. Our exploration was based on these design choices and does not 

limit the use of other parameter values based on user preference and arm-length.  

Study 1: Design Factor Exploration 

In the first study, we identified suitable selection techniques, the minimum bin size for 

efficient item selection, and appropriate around-device space division methods. We split 

the study in sessions A and B to reduce study length and the complexity of the analysis, 

and to focus on a few design parameters at a time.  

 

 

Figure 6: The AD-Binning Input Range, i.e. the range accessible by the right hand around the device 
(center) in centimeters 
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Selection Methods 

Little is known about the specific methods for selecting items in around-device space. We 

grouped the selection techniques into methods that take place on or off the device. We 

settled on six candidate methods – two performed on the device with the non-dominant 

hand, and four using the dominant hand and its pointing finger in the air.  

º Tap does not restrict the on-screen tapping area (as would be necessary when 

interactive elements are presented on the screen). 

º BackTap is based on reading the device’s accelerometer data and tapping the back 

of the device using the index finger of the device hand. After experimenting with 

various thresholds we found 0.15g (gravitational units) to be suitable for BackTap 

detection. The obvious advantage of BackTap over Tap is that it eliminates the risk 

of invoking interactive items on the screen during a selection. Conversely, BackTap 

cannot be used when the device is placed on a table. 

º Dwell is often suggested in the literature as an alternative to click, e.g., in eye-gaze 

input. The dwell time was 600ms.  

º LiftOff requires an active movement raising the pointing finger. A change in z-

position >30mm between two consecutive time cycles triggers a LiftOff. An 

alternative to LiftOff is to push down, which we did not test as both behave similarly. 

º Pierce assumes an imaginary horizontal interaction plane defined by the mobile 

device, which the finger needs to ‘pierce’ to make a selection.  

º DownUp uses a down-up motion (30mm down, and up) inside a bin to trigger a 

selection. The two-stage motion, up and down, allows for a backoff possibility to 
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cancel a started selection, similar to clicking an on-screen button with a mouse. This 

is the only method with a possibility to reverse in mid-course of the selection.  

Session A – Selection Methods and Bin Size 

Participants, Task and Experimental Design  

Twelve daily computer and touch screen users (3 female) aged 20 to 39 years participated. 

With short breaks and practice trials, each session lasted approximately 45 minutes. 

A start button and a small overview (1.61cm wide) are displayed on the screen (Figure 7a). 

A red marker in the overview highlights one of the five sectors to indicate the direction to 

the next target bin (we chose to indicate direction before trial start to minimize visual 

search and unaimed arm movements at trial onset). The participant presses the start button 

with the right-hand index finger to begin the trial (participants were not allowed to time-

optimize by first moving their tracked index finger to the estimated target location and 

then starting the trial with their left thumb). The overview shows the target in green, and 

 

Figure 7: (a) Trial start screen. (b) Visual feedback overview. 
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a blue cursor in the overview follows the tracked finger (Figure 7b). A correctly performed 

selection action ends the trial and loads the start screen for the next trial.  

Session A used a 64 within-subjects design for factors selection method (Tap, BackTap, 

Dwell, LiftOff, Pierce, DownUp) and bin widths (68, 38, 26, 20mm). The four bin widths 

were obtained by dividing each sector into 5, 9, 13 or 17 equally wide bins. Participants 

performed ten repetitions of each selection method-width combination, resulting in a total 

of 240 trials per participant. Participants completed 20 random practice trials before the 

test trials.  

The presentation order of the six selection methods was balanced among participants using 

an incomplete Latin Square. The order of bin widths was randomized for each selection 

method. We kept the distance to the target bin constant (230mm) by only using the middle 

bin in each bin sector. Two trials from each method-width combination were located in 

each of the five bin sectors (Left, Top-left, Top, Top-right and Right –Figure 7b). The order 

of target location was randomized. No feedback was given when participants selected a 

non-target bin or if the intended selection action was not detected. Trials were only 

terminated after a correct selection occurred in the correct target bin. We asked 

participants to perform each trial as quickly and accurately as possible. After completing 

all selection methods participants rated them based on preference.  

Results 

We used a repeated measures ANOVA and post-hoc pairwise comparisons to analyze trial 

times. We used Friedman tests with Wilcoxon tests for post-hoc pairwise comparisons to 
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analyze error rates (number of trials with incorrect selections divided by the total number 

of completed trials). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons were Bonferroni adjusted (-level = 

0.05). The same tests were used in all experiments unless otherwise noted.   

Error rate: The overall error rate was 11.7% (382 of 3262 trials contained one or more 

undesirable selections before the target bin was selected). Figure 8a shows the mean error 

rates. Selection method had an effect on error rate (2(5,N=12) = 30.44, p < 0.0001) and 

pairwise comparisons showed that DownUp caused significantly fewer errors than 

BackTap, LiftOff and Pierce. No other pairwise comparisons were significant. DownUp’s 

low error rate is due to its twofold accuracy requirement: 3cm down and 3cm up in the 

same bin without veering into an adjacent one. 

We found error rates of 6.7, 8.7, 13.5, and 17.1% for 68, 38, 26, and 20mm bins, respectively, 

and there was also a significant effect of width on error rate (2(3,N=12) = 28.30, p < 0.0001). 

Pairwise comparisons showed that 68mm bins caused fewer errors than both 26 and 20mm 

 

Figure 8: (a) and (b) Mean error rates. Error bars: ± 1 S.E. (c) and (d) Geometric mean trial times. 
Error bars: 95% CI.  
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bins and that 38mm bins caused lower error rates than 20mm bins. There was no difference 

between the two largest and between the two smallest bin sizes. When comparing how the 

selection methods performed at each width (Figure 8b) we found a significant difference at 

each width, but only significant post-hoc pairwise comparisons at the smallest width, where 

DownUp caused fewer errors than Pierce and LiftOff. 

Trial time: Trial times were positively skewed and we performed a logarithmic 

transformation (which resulted in distributions close to normal) before analyzing the data. 

Selection method and width had significant effects on trial time (F5,55 = 28.6, p < 0.0001, 2 

= 0.72 resp. F3,33 = 210.9, p < 0.0001, 2 = 0.95). Across selection methods, the geometric 

mean trial times (i.e., the antilog of the mean of the log-transformed data) ranged from 1.9s 

for the largest 68mm bins to 3.1s for the smallest 20mm bins. As a result of the increased 

accuracy demand, trial times increased by about 15% for each decrement in bin width. Post-

hoc pairwise comparisons showed that all bin sizes differed.  

Figure 8c shows the geometric means for each selection method. Post-hoc pairwise 

comparisons showed that DownUp was slower than all other selection methods and that 

Tap was faster than Pierce and LiftOff. There were no other differences between the 

methods.  

The significant methodwidth interaction (F15,165 = 2.8, p < 0.01, 2 = 0.16) plotted in Figure 

8d. Except for DownUp, all methods performed about equally well at 68 and 38mm bins. 

With 26mm bins though, we see marked peaks for Pierce and DownUp, and moderate, 
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similar increases in the other methods. Only with the smallest bins do BackTap and LiftOff 

lose ground against Tap and Dwell.  

Preference ratings: According to overall preference, 9 of 12 participants rated Tap to be the 

best, two preferred the LiftOff method and one favored BackTap.  

Summary – Session A 

The results indicate that performance – in particular, errors– degrades significantly after 

the 38mm bin size (9 bins). We suggest that for AD-Binning, targets should not be any 

smaller than this size. While Tap and Dwell appear to have the least errors and a trend 

toward faster selection times, these may not be practical in all applications. For example, a 

dwell may conflict with object browsing, and Tap should only be restricted to a specific on-

screen target. We continue our exploration with BackTap and LiftOff as the on-device and 

off-device selection methods. The same participants were recruited for Session B, providing 

a certain level of expertise with AD-Binning.  

Session B – Space Discretization & Binning Locations 

As indicated above, prior studies [38,63] have suggested an accuracy trade-off in mid-air 

pointing with targets distant from a reference, in our case the edge of the device. This led 

to the evaluation of different around-device space division or discretization methods.  

The Uniform discretization (Figure 9a) divides the available space into nine equally sized 

bins of 37.78mm. In the Distance Dependent discretization (Figure 9b) the inner bin is 

27.2mm wide and the following bins are allotted an additional multiple of 2.64mm 
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according to their position from the inner bin. Thus, the outer bin, which is located eight 

positions away, is 27.2+82.64=48.32mm wide 

We also included a fisheye discretization technique (Figure 9c) that uses a hysteresis 

function similar to [173,216] to dynamically add and remove extra space on both sides of 

each bin (except the first and last bins). The active bin expands to 75.28mm, its two 

neighbors expand to 50.28mm, and the remaining bins are 27.36mm wide. We controlled 

distance by dividing the available radial distance of 340mm in equal distance ranges, D1, 

D2, D3 and D4 (Figure 9d). A random number within the desired range was drawn and the 

bin at this distance was set as the next target, belonging to the corresponding distance 

range. 

Task and experimental design 

All task procedures were the same as in Session A.  

Session B used a 3254 within-subjects design for the factors discretization (Uniform, 

Distance dependent, Fisheye), selection method (BackTap, LiftOff), sector (Left, Top-Left, 

Top, Top-Right, Right), and distance (D1, D2, D3, D4). Participants performed 360 trials: 

 

Figure 9: Discretization techniques and distance mapping. 
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three repetitions for each combination of factor levels. We counterbalanced on 

discretization technique and half of the participants started with BackTap first. Participants 

completed 20 random practice trials and then 40 timed trials with each combination of 

discretization and selection methods.  

Results 

Error rate: BackTap had a significantly lower mean error rate than LiftOff (7.4% vs. 10.2%, 

Wilcoxon test: Z = -2.7, p < 0.01). We also found significant effects for discretization 

(2(2,N=12) = 7.2, p < 0.05) and distance (2(3,N=12) = 15.3, p < 0.01), but not for sector. 

Pairwise comparisons showed that the Fisheye, with a mean error rate of 6.6%, caused 

significantly fewer errors than both the Uniform and Distance dependent discretizations 

(error rates: 9.6% and 10.2%, respectively). Pairwise comparisons between distances 

showed that bins in distance range D1 caused more errors than bins in D2. There were no 

other pairwise differences.  

 

Figure 10: (a) and (b) Interaction effects, error rate. (c), (d), and (e) Interaction effects, trial time. 
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Interestingly, the Fisheye discretization reveals an overall equalizing effect over all 

distances. In the other two discretizations (Figure 10a) performance in D4 and D1 degraded, 

possibly due to reduced motor accuracy and smaller arc lengths, in the far and close bins, 

respectively. The Fisheye discretization also evened out the error rates between selection 

methods. The overall higher error rate with LiftOff is a result of poor performance when 

combined with Uniform and Distance Dependent discretization (Figure 10b). When extra 

space is added to the ‘current’ bin, as in the Fisheye, LiftOff performs as well as BackTap.  

Trial time: As in Session A, trial times were positively skewed and we applied a logarithmic 

transform (with distributions close to normal) before analyzing the data.  

The geometric mean trial time was 2.19s for BackTap and 2.20s for LiftOff. Across the two 

selection methods, the geometric means for the three discretization techniques were 2.24, 

2.17 and 2.17s for the Uniform, Distance dependent and Fisheye, respectively. We did not 

find main effects for selection method or discretization, but there was a main effect for 

sector (F4,44 = 8.0, p < 0.0001, 2 = 0.42) and for distance (F3,33 = 33.6, p < 0.0001, 2 = 0.75).  

Post-hoc pairwise comparisons between distances showed that bins in D4, with a geometric 

mean trial time of 2.49s, were significantly slower to select than bins located elsewhere. 

Bins in D2 were the fastest (1.97s). There were no differences between bins in D1 or D3 (2.18 

vs. 2.16s).  

Post-hoc pairwise comparisons between sectors showed that the Right and Top-Right 

sectors, with geometric means of 2.08s and 2.12s, respectively, were faster than the Top-

Left sector which was the slowest at 2.36s. There were no other differences between any 
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other sectors. A significant sectordistance interaction (F12,132 = 3.9, p < 0.0001, 2 = 0.26) 

(Figure 10c), identifies D1 and D2 having marked peaks as the main sources for the overall 

poor performance in the Top-Left sector. We attribute these problems to screen occlusion: 

presumably, keeping the wrist at a natural angle when targeting Top-Left bins close to the 

device causes the hand and lower arm to occlude parts of the screen and the visual feedback 

provided by the overview.  

We also observed a discretizationdistance effect (F6,66 = 7.4, p < 0.0001, 2 = 0.40, Figure 

10d ). As with errors, the Fisheye had an equalizing effect on trial time. It is notable that 

trial times for bins close to the device (D1) drop as a result of the Fisheye expansion. 

Comparing Distance Dependent to Uniform discretization reveals a clear negative effect of 

removing space from D1-bins (confirming Session A’s result that bins should be ≥ 38mm).  

The significant discretizationsector effect (F8,88 = 2.7, p < 0.05, 2 = 0.19, Figure 10e), reveals 

that the Fisheye also equalized performance between sectors. It reduced selection times in 

the slow Top-Left sector, but also in the Left sector. It is also notable that the Distance 

dependent discretization improved performance in the Right sector. 

Preference ratings: Eleven participants rated Fisheye as the preferred technique and one 

rated Distance Dependent as the best. Seven rated the Uniform discretization as their least 

preferred technique.  
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Summary – Session B 

We observe that the Fisheye discretization had an overall equalizing effect on error rates 

and trial times, across selection method, distance, and sector. This technique takes the 

advantages of having extra space added to the both side of a bin. Our following experiments 

use the Fisheye for dividing the around-device space. Unexpectedly, selecting targets in the 

closest distances was less accurate and less efficient. Due to constrained movements with 

crossing arms, areas left and top-left of the device are generally more cumbersome.  

Study 2 – Binning & Retrieval 

Binning items could conceivably be done at any time. The user could quickly place an 

application icon, contact entry or web-bookmark in a system wide bin-collection for long-

term storage and fast access. Binning could also be application dependent and serve more 

short-term purposes, such as browsing the results from a query or to manage a sub-set of 

items of temporary interest (e.g., yesterday’s emails). In this study we compare binning 

techniques that provide varying degrees of user-control: 

º Automatic provides no user control on item placement. The system assigns each 

item to an empty bin. The assignment can be random or based on item properties 

(e.g., a name, time stamp, color). Items are binned in a batch, either initiated by the 

user (e.g., by shaking the device) or automatically triggered through a query 

interface.  

º Tap-and-Bin allows full user control. The user picks items, one by one, tapping 

their on-screen representations, and then, guided by the cursor in the on-screen 
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overview, moves the hand to the desired AD-bin to ‘drop’ it using a LiftOff gesture. 

Tap-and-Bin may be time-consuming with many items but facilitates individual 

placement strategies for improved recall. The direct acquaintance with each item in 

combination with the following arm movement may also help develop valuable 

proprioceptive memory linkages. 

º Flick-and-Bin provides semi-automatic binning. The user indicates the desired AD-

sector for a particular item by flicking it in the corresponding direction, and the 

system then automatically bins the item in the sector’s first empty bin. The on-

screen overview provides dynamic sector highlighting during the flick. The 

automatic ‘first-empty’ strategy makes Flick-and-Bin fast at the expense of user 

control. A more elaborate version could map flick-distance to bin-distance for full 

user control.  

Participants, Task and Experimental Design 

Twelve daily computer and touch screen users (3 female) aged 20 to 39 years participated. 

Five had participated in study 1. Participation lasted approximately 30 minutes (including 

short breaks and practice). 

Phase 1 of a trial consists of binning multiple icons (6 or 12); Phase 2 involves retrieving 

three of them. In conditions with Automatic binning, the participant taps a screen button 

to trigger it. With Tap-and-Bin and with Flick-and-Bin the participant taps a start button, 

the next icon to the bin in the trial is displayed on the screen, and timing starts. With Tap-

and-Bin the participant taps the icon, moves the hand into AD-space, then bins the icon in 
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an empty bin using a LiftOff, and timing ends. With Flick-and-Bin, the participant flicks 

the icon towards a sector with an empty bin and timing ends.  

The on-screen overview, where empty bins are yellow and occupied are blue, provides 

dynamic feedback throughout the binning activity. Flick-and-Bin forces items to be binned 

in the directed sector with inner items filled first. Tap-and-Bin provides the most flexibility 

in terms of item placement.  

A dialog box announces Phase 2 when all icons are binned. Dismissing the dialog box 

displays three random icons from Phase 1 for 10 seconds as a preparation for the upcoming 

three retrievals. Showing items prior to retrieval is representative of a real task where users 

know ahead of time what items they are looking for (such as during a search task). When 

the three icons disappear, timing begins, and the participant starts the first retrieval. As the 

retrieving finger moves beyond the screen border, the overview indicates its current 

location with a red marker. The bin content is shown next to the overview. When the 

correct bin has been found, the retrieval (and timing) ends with a LiftOff in the 

corresponding bin. After retrieving all three target icons, the binning Phase of the next trial 

starts.  

The study used a 323 within-subjects design for factors technique (Automatic, Flick-and-

Bin, Tap-and-Bin), set size (6 or 12 icons to bin), and retrieval (first, second, third in each 

trial). With three retrievals per trial, three trial repetitions with each technique and set size 

combination each, participant performed a total of 54 retrievals. The order of technique was 
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counterbalanced between participants and set sizes were presented in a random order for 

each technique.  

We used the Fisheye discretization and five sectors with three bins each. The Automatic 

binning prioritized inner bins and filled these starting from the right sector towards the 

left. Participants had two practice trials with each technique. Icons were randomly chosen 

from a set of 180 similarly styled images. No icon appeared in two consecutive trials.  

Results 

Binning phase 

Binning strategies: after the study, all participants indicated that they tried to bin items 

strategically. With Tap-and-Bin and Flick-and-Bin, most participants categorized items 

(e.g., ‘eatables’, ‘computer stuff’, ‘red ones’, etc.) in sectors (participants did not know in 

advance what items to bin). As expected, it was easier to apply this strategy to six items 

than with twelve. Participants placed items in inner bins before the outer ones. Trials with 

six items provided more flexibility regarding bin choice but participants clearly avoided 

using the Left and Top-Left sectors (Figure 11a and b). 

Binning time: As expected, Automatic binning took no placement time. Participants spent 

on average 2.9s to bin an item with Flick-and-Bin and slightly longer, 3.3s, when using Tap-

and-Bin. With a mean trial time of 2.2s for LiftOff selections in study 1 (i.e., the same 

movement and gesture required by Tap-and-Bin), we see a strategizing overhead of 1.1s for 

Tap-and-Bin. Allegedly participants used the same strategies for both techniques but the 

flick gesture in Flick-and-Bin took on average 0.4s.  
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Retrieval phase 

Error rates: In 42 of the 648 collected trials (6.5%) participants made at least one, and at 

most four, erroneous selections before the prompted item was selected. With all three 

placement techniques using LiftOff as the selection method, we found no difference in 

error rates between techniques. There was also no difference in error rates between set 

sizes or retrievals.  

Retrieval time: Retrieval times were positively skewed and we applied a logarithmic 

transform (with distributions close to normal) before analyzing the data.  

The geometric mean retrieval times for each technique, set size and retrieval are shown in 

Figure 11c, d and e. we found significant main effects for all factors (set size: F1,11 = 100.2, p < 

0.0001, 2 = 0.90; technique: F2,22 = 7.3, p < 0.01, 2 = 0.40; retrieval: F2,22 = 8.3, p < 0.01, 2 = 

0.43).  

 

Figure 11: (a) and (b) Sector utilization. (c), (d), (e) and (f) Geometric mean retrieval times. 
Horizontal axis in (e) and (f) represents the first, second and third item retrieval. Error bars: 95% 

CI. 
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As expected, the larger set size required more searching than the small set size, and thus 

took longer time. Post-hoc analyses between techniques showed that Tap-and-Bin was 

significantly faster than Automatic and that there were no other pairwise differences. Post-

hoc analyses between retrievals showed that the first retrieval was significantly slower than 

the other two. The second and third retrievals did not differ.  

The significant placement techniqueretrieval interaction (F4,44 = 5.9, p < 0.001, 2 = 0.34, 

Figure 11f) reveals that the overall advantage of Tap-and-Bin (21% vs. Automatic, 12% vs. 

Flick-and-Bin) is mainly a result of exceptionally fast first retrievals. With previous 

placement analysis showing that participants did not make use of the possibility to leave 

the inner bins empty with Tap-and-Bin, it is particularly interesting to note the large 

difference between Tap-and-Bin and Flick-and-Bin in the first retrieval. With no inner bins 

empty, the only difference between the two techniques is the amount of physical activity 

required to do the binning, a short flick for Flick-and-Bin, moving the arm and a LiftOff 

gesture for Tap-and-Bin. Apparently, the greater physical activity needed for Tap-and-Bin 

fostered spatial memory. In the first retrieval with Flick-and-Bin and Automatic, 

participants had to rely more on the visual overview and search. The position information 

participants gained during this first search was then utilized in later retrievals to improve 

performance to Tap-and-Bin’s level.  

Summary 

Our results suggest that the overhead involved in manually binning items as in Tap-and-

Bin is compensated by improved retrieval times due to enhanced spatial encoding. Spatial 
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enforcement of item locations is also present while searching for items in AD-Bins: retrieval 

performance improved after having selected the first item in Automatic and Flick-and-Bin, 

as participants mentally recorded positions of subsequent items to retrieve.  

Results from the above studies suggest that AD-Binning can facilitate selection of 

reasonably large items (study 1A), where errors and selection times across distance and 

sectors can be equalized using a space discretization technique such as the Fisheye (study 

1B). Furthermore, exploring AD-Binning space enhances spatial encoding of item positions 

around the device (study 2). These results inform the selection of suitable design 

parameters for an efficient AD-Binning technique. 

Study 3 – Analytic Task 

With knowledge of how the various design parameters influence performance from the 

previous studies, we next demonstrate and evaluate a practical AD-Binning usage scenario 

for browsing information content.  

Participants, Task and Experimental Design 

Twelve daily computer and touch screen users (3 female) aged 18 to 35 years participated. 

Two were new and had not participated in any previous study. Participation lasted 

approximately 45 minutes (including breaks and practice).  

The task simulates a frequent situation where the user has queried a system for 

information. In this case, a geographic tourist portal for hotel reservations where the query 
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results are displayed on a map. Issuing the query can result in items being placed 

automatically in around-device space, and ready for retrieval. 

A trial starts with the screen displaying a prompt to search for the cheapest n-star hotel 

(n=number from 1-5). After reading the text, the participant taps a start button and trial 

time starts. The next screen shows a city map with a set of circular markers (ø 5mm) 

representing various hotels. We place the search criteria at the top of the screen as a 

constant recourse (Figure 12a). In the ‘on-screen’ condition, the price and rating (number 

of stars) for a hotel are displayed in a callout box that opens when the marker is tapped 

(Figure 12a). The information box is closed with a tap on the map or on another hotel 

marker. When the participant believes they found the hotel satisfying the search criteria, 

the trial ends with a tap on the button (10.7cm) in the callout box. If correct, the trial time 

stops and the text prompt for the next trial is displayed. If incorrect, an error message pops 

 

Figure 12: (a) On-screen interface with 10 hotels at low density. (b) AD-Bins with 15 hotels at high 
density. 
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up which blocks further input for one second before it automatically fades away. After that, 

the search for the correct hotel can continue. Panning and zooming are fully enabled. 

With AD-Binning, we use the automatic placement method such that ‘proxies’ to hotel 

markers are placed in random AD-bins. The AD-space is divided into five sectors, with a 

total of 5, 10 or 15 bins depending on the condition (see below), and uses the Fisheye 

discretization. The participant browses hotels in off-screen space by moving the index 

finger between bins. At bin-entry, the corresponding hotel marker is highlighted and the 

hotel information is shown next to the bin-overview at the bottom of the screen (Figure 

12b). To select a hotel, the user performs a LiftOff inside the desired bin. The trial prompt, 

timing and error notifications work as previously described. On-screen panning and 

zooming are fully enabled. 

The study used a 223 within-subjects design for factors interface (on-screen, AD-

Binning), marker density (low, high), and number of items (5, 10, 15). Participants performed 

five repetitions for each combination of factor levels, for a total of 60 timed trials per 

participant (five practice trials were given per interface). Combinations of density and 

number of items were presented in random order within each interface. Six participants 

started with AD-Bins, six with on-screen browsing. 

In low-density conditions, all hotel markers were positioned at random positions within 

1.974cm of the map/screen center. The high-density conditions used 0.987cm. At least two 

hotels with the requested number of stars existed in each trial. Hotels, prices, stars, and 

marker positions were otherwise completely randomized.  
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Results 

Error rate 

In 90 of the 720 collected trials (12.5%) participants made at least one, and at most five, 

erroneous selection before finding and selecting the correct hotel (44 trials with on-screen, 

46 with AD-Bins). Neither interface nor density influenced the error rate (Wilcoxon tests), 

but number of items did (2(2,N=12) = 10.8, p < 0.01). Post-hoc analyses showed differences 

between 15 and 5 items (46 vs. 19 trials) and between 15 and 10 items (46 vs. 25 trials). 

Naturally, with more items to manage and to compare, the risk of making a mistake 

increases.  

Trial time 

AD-Binning, with a mean trial time of 17.5s (s.d. 9.3), was significantly faster (F1,11 = 43.9, p 

< 0.00001, 2 = 0.80) than the on-screen interface with a mean trial time of 27.6s (s.d. 17.2). 

There was no difference between high and low density conditions but number of items 

 

Figure 13: (a) numbers of items x interface interaction. (b) numbers of items x density interaction. 
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significantly influenced trial time (Greenhouse-Geisser corrected, F1.12,12.31 = 164.6, p < 

0.00001, 2 = 0.94) with post-hoc comparisons showing differences between all factor 

levels.  

Number of items interacted with both interface (F2,22 = 24.5, p < 0.00001, 2 = 0.69) and 

density (F2,22 = 3.7, p < 0.05, 2 = 0.25) (Figure 13a and b). Time savings with AD-Binning 

increased disproportionally with the number of items: 27.9% with five items, 31.9% with 

ten, and 40.2% with 15 items. Overall, AD-Binning was 35.8% faster. Across interface, there 

were no differences between low and high density in conditions with 5 and 10 items but 

performance deteriorated with 15 items at high density (Figure 13b). Presumably, this was 

mostly caused by the increased need for elaborate pan/zooming and closing of the callout 

actions in the on-screen condition (however, we note that there was no significant 3-way 

interaction).  

Preference ratings 

Three of twelve participants preferred the on-screen interface, eight preferred the AD-

Binning and one was undecided. The most frequent reason for preferring AD-Binning was 

how it helped to recall the rough location (sector/‘quadrant’) of the ‘current best answer’. 

Additionally, participants mentioned that on-screen interface forces them to frequently 

switch between the list and detailed views. It makes them slower in exploring on-device 

content.  
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Summary 

In comparison to on-screen input, AD-Binning reduces information browsing time for 

three reasons. First, AD-Binning is in ‘browse’ mode by default. Retrieving object 

information involves hovering or sliding the finger between bins. In contrast, on-screen 

consumes at least two steps: i) tap on an icon to pull-up information, and ii) tap again to 

close the callout box or to retrieve information from another marker. Second, AD-Binning 

target sizes can be significantly larger than those on-screen. In the example, queries with 5 

items used five bins, each with a larger space than when the query had 15 items. Finally, 

participants exploited spatial abilities with AD-Binning. They would cache in memory the 

best bin location satisfying the query criteria and update in memory this bin location only 

when the next best item was available. While this happened with automatic placement, in 

a full manual placement reliance on spatial memory would be even stronger as indicated 

from results of study 2.  

Discussion 

We summarize the main findings and present them as around-device binning guidelines, 

discuss other applications that can benefit from the guidelines and conclude with some 

limitations of our investigation. 

Design Considerations  

The results offer the following guidelines to designers of interfaces based on the concept of 

AD-Binning:  
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 Input range: An interaction space extending 40cm beyond each side of the device is 

suitable when around-device interaction is focused on a horizontal plane defined by the 

device. A radial division and partitioning in sectors allows for a comfortable reach.  

 Target Size: Use the largest targets possible, and targets should not be much smaller than 

4cm across. With a radial bin arrangement, interactions close to the device cause a higher 

number of errors, as bins are smaller there.  

 Ideal interaction regions: Prioritize interactions on the same side as the dominant 

pointing hand, as users intuitively avoid interaction on the non-dominant side to avoid 

occluding on-screen visual guidance. 

 Around-device space division: Fisheye discretization can suitably divide around-device 

space to provide equally efficient access to all content on the device and reduces accuracy 

requirements.  

 Selection methods: To trigger a selection, on-screen and off-screen methods can be 

equally effective. Designers can choose a selection method based on task. Finger lift-off 

is possible in both mid-air and when the device is resting on a surface.  

 Placement methods: Promote spatial learning through direct ‘physical contact’ with off-

screen space. The extra time and effort required to manually place items in around-device 

space pays off in item browsing and retrieval activities. Rapid binning is also possible with 

automatic placement methods, which can be triggered through a query. 
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Applications 

Some obvious applications for AD-Binning including photo storage (organized in sectors 

denoting date, event or any other semantic information), storing and retrieving items from 

contact lists and bookmarking items of interest when browsing a website. We also 

envisioned longer term applications where the user can capitalize on proprioceptive 

memory linkages developed over time to access content across applications or regularly 

issued commands, similar to CommandMaps [167]. With further development, AD-Binning 

could also apply to the following applications: 

Item retrieval based on item organization. Our implementation of AD-Binning did not 

consider specific ordering of items. However, datasets have inherent structures that AD-

Binning interfaces can leverage. For example, items could be sorted based on price, 

alphabetically or chronologically. In an email client, items can be placed in chronological 

order in around-device space. This can allow the user to retrieve items immediately based 

on their previously developed knowledge of AD-Binning item organization.  

 

 Figure 14: AD-notes. (a) Creating, arranging and storing physical notes. (b) Browsing notes stored 

in AD-space. 
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Mixing physical and virtual bins. AD-Binning could also be used in mixed physical and 

virtual workspace scenarios. By tracking the position of a digital pen, AD-Binning could 

facilitate note taking and brainstorming scenarios where ideas and sketches are made on 

physical notes arranged around the device (a). Committing the final note content and 

position stores the note in the corresponding AD-space for later retrieval or browsing 

(Figure 14b).  

Summary 

In this chapter, we have presented the design and evaluation of AD-Binning, a novel user 

interface for future small-screen mobile devices that will be able to sense finger movements 

in their vicinity. With AD-Binning the user can off-load screen items from the small screen 

into the larger off-screen space around the device. AD-Binning was mainly designed to 

support the user in analytic scenarios that require intensive browsing and comparisons 

between many alternatives, such as long query result lists or other information intensive 

situations where exploration is necessary before a decision is made. Such tasks can be 

laborious to perform using the interactions provided by small touch screens. With AD-

Binning the user can efficiently store, browse and retrieve content through direct 

interactions in the space around the device.  
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Chapter 4: Acceptance Studies of Around-Device Gestures in and for 

Public Settings 

Results from the previous chapter confirm that using the surrounding space for accessing 

virtual content is a promising alternative to the traditional touch screen. However, the user 

studies mentioned in the previous chapter are conducted in laboratory settings and very 

little is known about users’ and spectators’ comfort levels using these innovative 

interactions while using it in public spaces, such as in a shopping mall or on a bus. This 

chapter explores users’ and spectators’ attitudes about using around-device gestures in 

public. 

The chapter contains three studies. The first study explores how users’ comfort levels vary 

when they perform gestures in different regions around the device and at different 

distances from the device. We also explore whether users’ perceptions about AD-gestures 

are related to personality traits, e.g., measures of extroversion. In second study in this 

chapter focus on the size and duration of gestures and investigates how these parameters 

affect users’ comfort. Finally we explore spectators point of view and examine reactions 

when observing someone else using AD-gestures. 

In the studies on this chapter we elicit participant impressions through questionnaires. In 

particular we use Rico and Brewster’s [162] ‘audience-and-location’ axes to determine levels 

of “social acceptability”. We ask participants to state in front of whom and in what locations 

they would feel comfortable using AD-gestures. To determine the influence of gesture 

parameters, we ask participants to indicate how comfortable (‘very comfortable’, 
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‘comfortable’, ‘neutral’, ‘uncomfortable’, ‘very uncomfortable’) they felt when performing 

the gestures. We acknowledge that the central usage of the word ‘comfort’ may leave room 

for diverse and individual interpretations. However, we carefully instructed participants on 

the intended and desired interpretation, and we explicitly asked participants to relate 

‘comfort’ to social and mental aspects rather than physical ones. Furthermore, the 

terminology finds support in previous studies on social acceptance of gestures for mobile 

use [142,162,163,200,201] in which both authors and participants have used similar wording.  

In these studies, we also use simple gestures that consisted of ‘drawing’ one-digit numbers 

in the air around the device. Such abstract drawing-gestures are easy to perform, are 

context free, and reduce the likelihood that participants’ responses are influenced by any 

uncontrolled factors such as previous experiences, cultural background, and associations 

to interface tasks or functionality.  

In contrast to all prior studies on AD-input and the majority of earlier studies on user 

acceptance of gestures for mobile devices, the studies are conducted in public places. We 

believe this is important since it provides participants with firsthand usage experiences 

before making their judgements, unlike in video-based surveys where participants are 

asked to imagine future use and possible feelings.  
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Study 4 – Comfortable Region and Distance 

Our first study on social acceptability was conducted in a shopping mall. Without being 

informed about the exact purpose of the study, participants were asked to perform a set of 

AD-gestures in a busy entrance zone of the mall. Participants stood and held the 

smartphone in the non-dominant hand at a natural viewing distance.  

A set of 45 image guided gestures were solicited. The images were viewed in full-screen 

using the device’s default image browser. Each image showed a position in the air around 

 

Figure 15: Example task prompts for (a) a gesture in the Above region at the Close distance and for 

(b) a gesture in the Right region at the Far distance. (c) Gesture distances and regions. 
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the device and a one-digit number to ‘draw’ at the indicated in-air position. (Figure 15a and 

b) shows two example images. 

As illustrated in Figure 15c, five different drawing regions were used: Above and Below the 

device, to the Left and to the Right of the device, and in Front of the device. Each region 

was divided into three distance ranges, measured from the device: Close, Mid, and Far. 

Close corresponds to the area 0 to 15cm away from the device, Mid to 15 to 30cm from the 

device, and Far to more than 30cm away from the device. The furthest distance roughly 

corresponds to the maximum comfortable reaching range around a handheld device [71]. 

Five regions and three distances yield 15 around-device positions prompted during the 

study for each participant. In practice trials, we explained how to interpret the 15 different 

gesture positions shown in the task images and to “anchor” the positions in relation to body 

parts (such as the face, chest, and shoulder).  

The experiment was self-paced and participants were instructed to work through the 

images and to draw the prompted numbers at a moderate speed. The next image in the set 

was loaded with a flick gesture on the touchscreen.  

The image set was divided into three sub-sets of 15 images, with one image for each of the 

15 gesture positions. The order of gesture positions and the prompted number to draw in 

the air was randomized within the three sub-sets. All participants used the same image set 

(and image sequence) in two rounds, for a total of 90 gestures. 
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After completing the two rounds of gestures the participant was debriefed and asked to 

answer four questions regarding (Q1) the overall impression/emotion during the task, (Q2) 

in front of whom and (Q3) in what locations he/she would feel comfortable using AD-

gestures, and (Q4) how comfortable he/she felt when performing the gestures in the 

various in-air positions. Figure 16 shows the questionnaire. We instructed the participant 

to answer the questions, to interpret the central word ‘comfort’ from a social perspective 

and to ignore issues related to physical comfort and practicability. The participant also 

completed a Big Five Personality Test [137], which is a standard psychology test that 

assesses a person’s personality on five broad dimensions: conscientiousness, openness, 

extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism. We used the test available at 

 

Figure 16: Study 4 questionnaire 
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http://www.outofservice.com. We were primarily interested in identifying whether scores 

on extraversion correlated with perceptions of AD-gestures.  

Eighteen right-handed smartphone owners (6 female) aged between 24 and 51 years (mean 

31.1 years, s.d. 6.6) participated. Participation lasted roughly 30 minutes. 

Results 

Question 1: Only four participants indicated that their impressions/emotions during the 

task were more negative than positive by selecting a rating of 3. The other fourteen 

participants indicated having had more of a positive impression/emotion during the task: 

ten gave a rating of 4, three gave a rating of 5, and one participant indicated 

enjoyment/comfort (rating 6).   

Question 2 and 3: No participant completely rejected the idea of using AD-gestures by 

stating that he/she would not feel comfortable using gestures even when alone. Only one 

stated that he would only feel comfortable using the gestures if alone and at home. Sixteen 

participants indicated they would be comfortable doing the gestures in at least one of the 

non-private settings (i.e., when not at home and when not alone). One participant thought 

he would feel comfortable using AD-gestures in all locations and in front of all audiences 

listed in the questions. 
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To analyze the answers to Question 2 and 3, we established an acceptance rate for each 

given audience and location by calculating the percentage of participants who selected each 

audience/location in their answers. As visible in Figure 17, the more familiar audiences, 

family, partner, and friends, were accepted by most participants. Only 6 of 18 participants 

indicated they would comfortably use AD-gestures in front of colleagues and strangers. A 

Cochran’s Q test showed a significant difference between the audiences (2(5,N=18) = 46.9, 

p < 0.001). Post-hoc McNemar tests (Bonferroni: -levels from 0.05 to 0.003) showed that 

the acceptance rates for the least familiar audiences, colleagues, and strangers, were 

significantly lower than the rates for the other audiences.  

Also the location influenced the willingness to use AD-gestures (Cochran’s Q test: 

2(6,N=18) = 27.2, p < 0.001). However, the results are slightly more controversial: 

acceptance rates of 50% were obtained for four locations (shop, workplace, sidewalk, and 

pub/café). All participants indicated they would feel comfortable using AD-gestures at 

home. Post-hoc pairwise McNemar tests (Bonferroni: -levels from 0.05 to 0.002) showed 

that the rate for home was significantly higher than for the two most rejected locations, 

 

Figure 17: Acceptance rates for audiences and locations. 
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museum and bus/train (with rates of 28% and 33% respectively). No other pairwise 

comparisons were significant.  

We also examined whether there was a connection between acceptance rates and 

participants’ extraversion personality trait. Our main focus was on this personality trait as 

people with higher extroversion percentiles are more sociable, friendly and enthusiastic 

about new things. On the Big-5 test, nine of the 18 participants had an extraversion 

percentile score below 50, and nine a score above 50. That is, 50% of the participants were 

less extraverted than 50% of all persons (over 10,000 persons) that have completed the 

online Big-5 test service we used. As visible in Figure 18, introverts and extroverts provided 

similar ratings for most audiences and locations. We did not find any significant differences 

in the ratings. Additionally, we examined the connection between users rating and other 

personality traits (i.e., Openness to Experience/Intellect, Conscientiousness, Agreeableness 

and Neuroticism). Similar to the extroversion results, we didn’t find any significant 

difference between user ratings and the traits.  

 

Figure 18: Acceptance rates for audiences and locations split by introverted and extroverted users. 
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We can conclude that the majority of the participants were quite open to the idea of AD-

gestures. Only one participant indicated a strong hesitance to perform AD-gestures in 

public or in front of someone else. All other participants responded that they would feel 

comfortable using AD-gestures outside the privacy of their home: in four of the six non-

private locations 50% or more of the participants indicated that they would feel 

comfortable using AD-gestures. Overall, our results confirm Rico and Brewster’s [162] 

results, which also showed that both audience and location are important factors that 

influence the willingness to use gestures. 

Given the low acceptance rate for strangers in the audience category, the fairly high 

acceptance rates for the shop, sidewalk, and pub/café – where one would expect to be seen 

by strangers – are somewhat surprising. However, we assume that participants indeed 

focused on the various locations and the circumstances that are typical for these. For 

example, in a pub an AD-gesture could be more easily disguised, e.g., under a table, than 

in a bus with a passenger sitting close by. We also suspect that acceptance depends on the 

frequency, size and duration of the gestures are used, their size and duration. Particularly 

 

Figure 19: Comfort-ratings of the 15 gesture positions (segments around each middle circle show 
individual ratings, best viewed in color). 
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for locations such as in a crowded bus or on a busy sidewalk where large or lengthy gestures 

are likely to be perceived as more inappropriate than small or quick ones. We evaluate 

these factors in Study 5. 

Question 4: Figure 19 shows the mean rating for each of the 15 gesture positions that were 

rated by participants according to how comfortable they felt when doing gestures in these 

positions. In all five regions, the position furthest away from the device had the worst 

rating. Most participants stated they felt either uncomfortable or very uncomfortable doing 

AD-gestures far away from the device. The majority of participants indicated they felt 

comfortable or very comfortable when gesturing at a close distance from the device, no 

matter what region they used. 

A Friedman test showed significant differences across the five regions. Analysis of average 

rating for the far, mid, and close distances (with mean rating of 4.3, 2.8, and 1.5, 

respectively) yield very high significance, 2(2,N=18) = 36.0, p < 0.001. Post-hoc Wilcoxon 

tests (Bonferroni: -levels from 0.05 to 0.016) showed differences for all three pairwise 

comparisons.  

We also found significant differences in the ratings for the five regions (2(4,N=18) = 36.0, 

p < 0.0001). The mean rating for each region was: 2.8 (above), 3.6 (below), 3.1 (left), 2.6 

(front), and 2.3 (right). Post-hoc Wilcoxon tests (Bon-ferroni: -levels from 0.05 to 0.005) 

showed significant differences between the left and right region, and between the below 

region and each of the above, right and front regions. No other comparisons were 

significant. 
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Again, as with acceptance rates for audiences and locations, we did not find any differences 

in the distance ratings or region ratings between introverted and extroverted persons.  

We can conclude that the distance between the device and the region in which AD-gestures 

are made strongly influence how comfortable users feel performing AD-gestures in a public 

setting. The level of comfort depends on the position of the gestures: gestures below the 

device evoke feelings of discomfort (more so the further away they are from the device) and 

gestures to the right of the device are preferable (note that all the participants were right-

handed, we assume the results regarding the left and right regions should be mirrored for 

left-handed users).  

Summary 

Our results suggest that we could expect the majority of future around-device gesture users 

to have a neutral feeling when they use AD-gestures in public (Q1), but that how 

comfortable they feel using the gestures will depend on where and in front of whom the 

gestures are used (Q2 and Q3). The results also suggest that most users think that AD-

gestures are compatible with many public settings, but that the acceptance for some 

settings is quite divergent. The results do not show that acceptance is related to the 

extraversion personality trait. Furthermore, the results (Q4) show that, generally, users feel 

more comfortable when gesturing within 30cm from the device (i.e., distances 

corresponding to the Close and Mid distances in the study).  
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Study 5 – Comfortable Gesture Size and Duration 

With the knowledge that most of the participants in the previous study showed a neutral 

attitude towards using AD-gestures in public and that none completely rejected the idea of 

public use, we conducted this study to investigate how the size and duration of AD-gestures 

affect users’ attitudes. Since Study 4 showed that there was no relationship between users’ 

extraversion personality trait and how they perceived using AD-gestures in public, we 

decided not to use the Big-5 test.  

For Study 5 we used the busy main entrance hall of the local university. The task and 

materials were similar to those used in Study 4. A set of images guided the participant 

through the task. As in Study 4, the images prompted one-digit numbers to be ‘drawn’ in 

the air at a specific in-air position around the device. A Silverlight Windows Phone 

application displayed the task images and randomized the image sequences for each new 

participant. One task image is shown in Figure 20. A task counter was shown in the top 

right corner, and a label in the top left corner indicated to the participant for how long 

he/she was required to draw the prompted number. When the ‘start’ button was pressed, 

the timer in the bottom right corner of the screen started. The participant was asked to re-

draw the digit in the indicated location as long as the current task screen was shown. The 

next task screen was loaded when the timer reached the prompted duration.  

We used small and large gestures. Small gestures were required to cover an area of about 

1515cm, large gestures 3030cm. These sizes roughly correspond to half of the full distance 

of the preferred gesture distances defined by Study 4 results (Close and Mid). Two small 
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gestures were prompted in each of the Left, Front, and Right regions (corresponding to 

distance Close and Mid in Study 4) and one large gesture was prompted in each of the three 

regions. We used three gesture durations: 3, 6, and 9 seconds (typical AD-gesture durations 

reported in the literature [71,99,120]). In total 27 task images were used. The used 

combinations of gesture size, duration and location are shown in Figure 20. Each 

combination was repeated twice, for a total of 54 images. After completing the 54 gestures 

the participant was debriefed and asked to complete the questionnaire shown in Figure 20. 

As in Study 4, we instructed the participant to answer these questions, to interpret the 

central word ‘comfort’ from a social perspective, and to ignore issues related to physical 

comfort and practicability. Participation lasted around 25 min. Eighteen right-handed 

smartphone owners (3 female), aged 21 to 32 years (mean 26.1, s.d. 3.6) participated. Five 

had participated in Study 4. 

 
Figure 20: Left: task screen. Right: Study 2 questionnaire.  
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Results 

Question 1: Figure 21 shows the mean rating for each of the 27 size/duration/location 

combinations rated by participants according to how comfortable they felt when 

performing these gestures. Although participants were asked to provide twice as many 

ratings for small than for large gestures (small gestures were performed twice in each 

region), we chose to make a comparison for guidance. The mean comfort-rating was 3.0 for 

small gestures and 3.5 for large gestures. A Wilcoxon test showed a significant difference 

(Z = -2.9, p < 0.01). Smaller gestures felt more comfortable, understandably because these 

are likely to attract less attention.  

The average comfort-rating was 2.4 for 3sec gestures and 3.1 and 3.8 for 6sec and 9sec 

gestures, respectively. A Friedman test showed differences between the three gesture 

 

Figure 21: Comfort-ratings for all gesture size-duration combinations (segments around each 

middle circle show individual ratings, best viewed in color). 
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durations (2(2,N=18) = 34.5, p < 0.0001) and post-hoc Wilcoxon tests (Bonferroni: -levels 

from 0.05 to 0.016) showed differences for all pairwise comparisons. We also found 

significant differences among the three regions (Friedman: 2(2,N=18) = 24.4, p < 0.0001) 

with post-hoc Wilcoxon tests (Bonferroni: -levels from 0.05 to 0.016) showing that the 

right region, with a mean rating of 2.6, was significantly different from both the front (mean 

3.1) and the left (mean 3.7). Also left and front differed. Again note that all participants were 

right-handed and assume the results would be mirrored for left-handed users.  

In Figure 21, we see an interesting interplay between position, size and duration indicating 

that the drawbacks of large gestures can be compensated for if they are done in a favourable 

location and if they are quick (e.g., to the right/3sec). Likewise, a small 3sec gesture in a 

less favourable region (e.g., far away in the left or front region) is rated similarly to a large 

6sec gesture in the preferred right region. We also note how small 3sec gestures are 

consistently rated about 0.5 points higher than in Study 4 at the corresponding gesture 

positions (close and mid distance, compare middle part of Figure 19). Since small 3sec 

gestures take longer than the gestures in Study 4, where participants only had to draw one 

quick digit, the higher ratings in Study 5 are reasonable and confirm the robustness of the 

rating-based approach. We can conclude that both gesture size and duration have a 

significant influence on how comfortable users feel when performing AD-gestures in 

public. Most users indicated that they felt comfortable or neutral using small gestures and 

were less comfortable with large ones. 
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Questions 2 and 3: We analyzed acceptance rates for audiences and locations aggregated 

across gesture sizes and durations. The results are shown in the left part of Figure 22. A 

Friedman test showed a significant difference between audiences (2(5,N=18) = 59.8, p < 

0.001) and post-hoc Wilcoxon tests (Bonferroni: -level 0.05 to 0.003) showed that the least 

desired audiences – colleagues and strangers – differed from all other audiences, as in Study 

4. The rates for the audiences were similar to those in Study 4 (±10%).  

A Friedman test showed differences among locations (2(5,N=18) = 40.1, p < 0.001) and post-

hoc Wilcoxon tests (Bonferroni: -level 0.05 to 0.002) showed that home differed from all 

other locations. In Study 4, home only differed from museum and bus/train. 

 

Figure 22: Acceptance rates for audiences (top) and locations (bottom). Rates aggregated across 

size and duration (left), split by size (middle), and split by duration (right). 
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The ratings for gesture sizes and gesture durations are shown in the middle and right parts 

of Figure 22. Clearly, for private settings (alone and home) size and duration had little or 

no effect. For familiar audiences (family, partner, and friends) size and duration were more 

important. For the least familiar audiences, colleagues and strangers, we see pronounced 

differences with the rates for large, 6sec and 9sec gestures around 25% or below. We also 

see pronounced differences for all non-private locations. In particular, we note the great 

difference between 3sec and 9sec gestures in the location ratings: 3sec gestures have an 

acceptance rate close to, or above, 80% for all locations whereas 9sec gestures have rates 

below 10% (ignoring the private home setting). We conclude that, indeed, both gesture size 

and gesture duration have a great influence on how comfortable users feel performing AD-

gestures in public places (and to some extent even at home).  

Summary 

To our knowledge, considering unique gesture features has not been explored in prior 

acceptability studies. The results of Study 5 further confirm the need to examine the 

acceptability of gesture features separately. Gesture size and duration both impact the 

acceptability of AD-interactions. We note that acceptance drops rapidly after the 6-second 

mark. Furthermore, for all locations and audiences (except home and alone), larger 

gestures are seen as being less acceptable.  
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Study 6 – Spectators Attitude about AD-gestures 

Alongside users’ attitudes towards AD-interactions, the reactions of persons who have 

watch someone using this interaction is also of interest. We call these observers 

“spectators”. We are unaware of any previous work on mobile gestures that investigates 

spectators’ reactions to the public use of gestural interaction. Alongside probing spectators’ 

reactions, it is also interesting to ask spectators how they think they would feel to use AD-

interactions, i.e., their perspective on being a user rather than spectator. 

 

Figure 23: Study 6 questionnaire. 
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One of the authors acted as an AD-gesture user in five different locations: in a commuter 

train, in a café, in a library, in a restaurant, and at a birthday party. The author worked 

through the same image set as was used in the previous study until someone’s attention 

was captured. This spectator was then asked to answer the questions shown in Figure 23. 

Answers were collected from 24 spectators aged between 17 and 43 years (mean 26.7, s.d. 

9.6). Eleven were female and all but one owned a smartphone.  

Results 

Question 1: In Question 1 spectators were asked to select one or more statements to describe 

his/her thoughts when watching the AD-gestures. Twelve spectators (50%) indicated that 

they became curious, wondering what the user was doing. Twelve indicated that they did 

not think much about what they had seen and two commented that it looked “cool”. One 

thought that it looked “fancy”. Only five spectators thought it was a weird behaviour and 

one thought it looked stupid or strange. No one thought it was annoying or disturbing. 

These initial reactions were given by the spectators before they were informed about the 

purpose of AD-gestures. This suggests that most spectators perceived the gestures in a 

 

Figure 24: Acceptance rates for audiences and locations. 
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neutral or curious way. Very few perceived the gestures as something negative or 

disturbing.  

Question 2 and 3: Spectators’ acceptance rates, generated from answers to Question 2 and 

3 (in front of whom and in what locations they thought they would feel comfortable using 

AD-gestures), are shown in Figure 24. As with participants in Study 4, all spectators 

answered that they would comfortably use AD-gestures when alone and 92% said they 

would feel comfortable using the gestures in front of their partner and friends. The 

acceptance rate for family, colleagues and strangers amount to 83%, 79%, and 67%, 

respectively. We found a significant difference between the audiences (Cochran’s Q test: 

2(5,N=24) = 15.4, p < 0.01), but post-hoc pairwise McNemar tests with the conservative 

Bonferroni correction (-level 0.05 to 0.003) showed no significant differences among pairs 

of audiences.  

When compared to the acceptance rates in Study 4 where Question 2 was answered after a 

firsthand experience of performing AD-gestures in a public setting, we see markedly higher 

rates in Study 6 for the least familiar and most critical audiences, colleagues (79% vs. 33%) 

and strangers (67% vs. 33%). The results for the more familiar audiences are similar in the 

previous two studies. We also find higher acceptance rates in Study 6 for most locations. 

Rates for home and shop were the same in both studies, and for the other locations we find 

higher rates in Study 6. The differences vary between four percentage points (sidewalk) and 

25 percentage points (bus/train). A Cochran’s Q test showed a significant overall difference 

among locations (2(6,N=24) = 28.3, p < 0.0001). Post-hoc McNemar tests (Bonferroni: -
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level 0.05 to 0.002) showed that the acceptance rate for home was significantly higher than 

for shop, sidewalk, museum, and bus/train (no other pairwise comparison was significant).  

In conclusion, the results from the spectator study indicate that AD-gestures are not likely 

to be perceived as obtrusive (Q1). None of the spectators we asked thought the gestures 

were inappropriate or annoying. Indeed, many did not think much about the gesturing they 

had watched, 50% became interested and/or curious. Furthermore, as with participants in 

Study 4 and 5, most spectators were quite open to the idea of AD-gestures and thought 

they would feel comfortable using them in public locations and in front of strangers. 

However, acceptance rates were generally much higher in Study 6 than in Study 4, 

indicating a possible over-estimation. A likely reason for this is the absence of an actual 

usage experience to relate to when providing the answers.  

Discussion 

To conclude this chapter, we discuss the lessons we learned and insights we gained from 

the three studies on social acceptance. We also demonstrate how the findings can be 

applied to existing around-device interactions, reflect on limitations in our approach, and 

point to directions for future work.  

AD-Input Design Considerations & Recommendations 

Intuition may provide initial guidance regarding AD-input design, suggesting general 

directions such that a small or quick gesture is more likely to be acceptable than a large or 

lengthy one. However, without empirical data, it is difficult to estimate what size is small 

enough and how great these effects are; when does a gesture start to feel too lengthy; and 
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to correctly predict the consequences of changes regarding such gesture parameters. 

Results of our experiment provide this concrete emperical data.  

First, it is evident from the results that AD-gestures belong to an acceptability-continuum 

where a combination of several gesture properties influences user perceptions and comfort 

about performing the gestures in different social contexts. Results demonstrate that users 

are sensitive to the parameterization of the examined properties – distance from the device, 

input region, gesture size and gesture duration – and that small differences in parameter 

settings may result in large shifts on the acceptability-continuum.  

The following considerations and design recommendations emerge from our exploration 

of AD-gesture acceptability:  

• Distance: AD-gestures that are closer to the device are more acceptable. Results 

suggest a critical point approximately 30cm away from the device. Input beyond this 

distance is likely to be considered “socially awkward” and thus should be avoided if 

possible (the region from the device extending to this point is slightly smaller than 

the intimate space defined in studies on proxemics [68]). The critical distance is 

applicable for all tested regions: to the left and right, in front, above, and below the 

device. 

• Input region: Results reveal a strong preference for gestures to the right and the 

front of the device. This suggests that AD-input designers need to consider user 

handedness (which should be reflected in the operation of the system) and that they 

should design for input to the dominant side and in the front of the device. However, 
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the regions above, below and to the left of the device are acceptable if distance is 

manipulated such that gestures are positioned near the device..  

• Size: When in public, users indicated a strong preference for small gestures. Results 

indicate that caution is warranted when the gesture size approaches 1515cm, larger 

gestures should be avoided.   

• Duration: Gesture duration strongly affects users’ comfort levels. Even after a few 

seconds of AD-input users are likely to start feeling uncomfortable. Acceptance 

drops rapidly after the 6-second mark.  

• Gesture property interplays: The strong interplays we found between gesture 

properties suggest that AD-interaction designers can achieve socially acceptable 

designs even when their interactions require less favourable property 

characteristics. For example, the negative effects of an over-sized gesture can be 

reduced if the input is allowed very close to the device or in a favourable region. 

Thus, designers are good advised to carefully consider such interplays and to 

examine possibilities to encounter critical features by making changes to other 

gesture properties.  

Adaptations to AD-Interactions 

Our findings can be directly applied to several existing AD-input techniques. For example, 

Hoverflow [120] uses a small space (5-7cm) above the device for simple interactions such as 

to sweep or to rotate an image. Similarly, SideSight [20] uses proximity sensors that are 

capable of detecting limited space (8cm) along each side of the device. In contrast, results 
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suggest that socially acceptable AD-input space could be larger (30cm) and could be used 

for complex 3D gestures such as Cyclo [132] for continuous zooming. Such gestures could 

extend up to 6 seconds in length without impairing users’ perception of comfort.  

Few AD-techniques utilize the valuable – and acceptable –space below the device. For 

example, the AD-Binning technique [71] relies on a large 2D space, extending up to 40cm 

away from the device, to allow users to store, browse and retrieve contents through gestures 

issued within storage bins that are positioned in AD-space. Results revealed that people 

feel uncomfortable using far distances for AD-input. This finding diminishes the potential 

value of AD-Binning. However, results can suggest alternatives that still allow users to 

benefit from AD-Binning. Using the space above and below the device, we could reorganize 

bins in a layered structure in a small 3D space. This avoids large reaching distances and 

might improve the acceptance of AD-interaction.  

Improved Methods for Acceptance Studies  

Our studies included two new approaches to collecting user opinions related to social 

acceptance. The first consisted of teasing apart specific gesture features. Whereas in prior 

work, results would indicate whether a gesture is viewed as either acceptable or not, our 

approach is to examine unique elements of gestures. This may not be possible with all types 

of gestural input. However, when the interaction modality affords this, such as with AD-

input, we recommend that studies tease these apart. We found that small changes in 

variables had a large influence on user perception. Furthermore, teasing apart gesture 

features may reveal new opportunities to improve the acceptability though intelligent 

combinations or adjustments to the individual parameters.  
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The second adjustment we included was to ask participants to rate their view of a gesture 

after having experienced using the gesture in a public setting. Prior work has relied on 

visual demonstrations of the studied gestures and on participants’ imagination of a future 

usage situation. We found that having a person rate gestures without having had a 

firsthand usage experience resulted in much higher acceptance rates. Overly positive 

responses in early design phases may allude to sub-optimal designs that future users may 

avoid in public settings. However, more targeted methodological research endeavors are 

needed to systematically disentangle the effects of firsthand usage experiences in 

acceptability. 

We also introduced a new dimension to social acceptability studies by exploring possible 

linkages between personality traits and user perception. Results did not reveal any relations 

between the extroversion trait and user perceptions. One explanation might be that people 

are familiar with mid-air sensing mechanisms, through systems such as gaming consoles. 

The finding may also be related to the small number of participants used in Study 4. We 

acknowledge the limitations of the Big-Five personality test. It provides one aspect of a 

person’s traits. Additional work is needed to identify how social acceptability tests can be 

linked to personality types.  

Summary 

In this chapter, we have presented three studies that explored the acceptability of hand 

gesture input in 3D space around a smartphone. The studies were performed in various 

public locations. We surveyed users that performed such Around-Device gestures and 
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people who passed by about their impressions. Most users and spectators answered they 

would use such interactions if available on their smartphone, but also indicated they would 

be concerned about others’ reactions. Our results show that people are selective regarding 

in what public settings they would use gestures. Moreover, gesture properties, such as 

duration and distance from the device, have a great influence on how comfortable users 

feel when using Around-Device gestures in public. Acceptance and perceived mental 

comfort markedly sink if gestures are done further than 30cm away from the device or last 

longer than 6 seconds. Gesture size and region (e.g., on the side, above or below the device) 

also matter. According to our findings and study experiences, we presented 

recommendations for around-device input designers and suggestions about how to 

improve methods used in studies related to the social acceptance of novel interaction 

techniques. 
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Chapter 5: Thumbs-Up: 3D Spatial Thumb-Reachable Space for 

Around-Device Interaction 

In the previous two chapters, we discussed approaches to improve smartphone interaction 

in situations where a user holds the device with one hand and interacts with the other. 

With the free hand, users commonly access void in-air spaces located to the right, front or 

left to the device. However, we found interesting results while using around device space 

on the left region (for right-handed users). Results from our study 1 show that positioning 

items to the left of the device takes longer due to the screen occlusion caused by the hand 

and lower arm. Additionally, study 4 reveals that gesturing left to the device is socially 

uncomfortable. Therefore, in this chapter, we continue our exploration to find a 

complementary input region (to the large around-device space) that can be easily 

accessible to support around-device activities. Additionally, we are interested in exploring 

a mid-air space that is closer to the touch screen, as this could be used in conjunction with 

the touch input to design new interaction capabilities.   

Around-device interaction has been widely explored with in-air spaces located to the right, 

front or left to the device. Ways to leverage the void space just above the device which is 

reachable with the thumb of the hand holding the device is an unexplored interaction 

space. In this chapter, we present Thumbs-Up, the in-air space next to a smartphone that 

can be reached with the thumb on the hand holding the device. With Thumbs-Up, the in-

air space could be used to access on-screen content through directly pointing with the 
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thumb, as shown in Figure 25. Additionally, this surrounding space could be used in 

conjunction with current touch input to extend the input vocabulary. 

In this chapter, we start with exploring the Thumbs-Up input range. Results reveal that 

study participants can reach a large in-air space (up to 74mm from the touchscreen) with 

their thumb. With a user study, we next explore important design factors, such as selection 

methods and the item arrangement strategies in the Thumbs-Up space.  

Study 7: Thumbs-Up Input Range 

People hold and provide screen input on their smartphones in many different ways, 

depending on the current task (e.g., texting vs. surfing), interaction (e.g., pinch-zooming 

vs. scrolling), and context (e.g., sitting vs. walking and carrying a bag). We focus the 

common situation (out of many) where the user holds the device in the non-preferred hand 

and uses the index finger on the preferred hand for input. In this constellation, the thumb 

of the non-preferred hand, which holds the device, is mostly passive and rests along the 

side of the device. To see whether the passive thumb can be used for in-air input we first 

 

Figure 25: (a) Thumbs-Up interactions occur in the thumb-reachable in-air space around a 

smartphone. A 3D printed shape of this thumb-reachable space is shown in (b).  
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elicited the dimensions of the in-air volume that people can reach with the thumb when 

holding the device in the same hand. 

We start with a study to identify the suitable thumb input range when the user holds the 

smartphone in the hand. Previous work [28] that has studied two-handed usage situations 

(where one hand holds the smartphone and the fingers on the other hand, are used for on-

screen input) shows that users frequently move or rest their input fingers in the air just 

above the screen between on-screen interactions. This observation motivated us to 

distinguish between: (i) TouchSpace: the above-screen space that people use to initiate or 

terminate touch gestures when these are performed with the thumb; and (ii) Thumbs-Up 

space: the in-air space around the device that is reachable with the thumb on the hand that 

is holding the device.  

Participants and Apparatus 

Twelve right-handed smartphone owners participated (three female, mean age 24.3 years, 

s.d. 5.8). All participants preferred to hold and interact with the phone in portrait mode. 

Participants’ thumbs were on average 105mm long (from the carpometacarpal joint to the 

tip of the thumb). On average, their palm circumference, hand size (from the tip of middle 

finger to bottom of the palm), and hand span measured 183mm, 184mm, and 200mm, 

respectively. 

We used a Vicon MX system to track participants’ thumb movements around a Samsung 

Mini S4 (screen size: 4.3", dimensions: 4.91×2.41×0.35"). We placed tracking markers on the 
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smartphone and on a 3D-printed ring to track participants’ thumbs (Figure 26). A Unity 5.0 

application logged thumb movements in relation to the smartphone.  

Tasks 

Participants were instructed to hold the phone in their left/right hand with the left-

bottom/right-bottom corner of the phone close to the centre of the palm (Figure 26). 

Participants performed two tasks:  

(i) Map navigation task: We asked participants to navigate a map using flick gestures with 

their thumb. We showed participants two familiar locations in the city in the Google 

Maps application and asked them to navigate from the first to the second location. To 

perform this kind of task, a user has to repeatedly tap the screen and then flick to pan 

the map. After a panning action, the user needs to readjust the thumb to start the next 

panning action. We included this task to identify the TouchSpace zone above the screen 

– the in-air space where the thumb moves after an on-screen thumb-operation. 

(ii) Space filling task: We asked participants to repeatedly move the thumb in mid-air, 

from left-to-right and right-to-left above the screen and thereby gradually increasing the 

 

Figure 26: (a) Map navigation and (b) Space filling task. 
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distance between the top of the thumb and the screen. We asked participants to do so 

until the top of the thumb had reached the maximum distance that could be managed 

without having to adjust the position of the device in the hand. These repetitive in-air 

movements generated a large thumb-reachable volume, which we refer to as Thumbs-

Up space. 

Participants performed the tasks standing in a room equipped with the motion tracking 

system. We asked participants to imagine that one of their hands is holding a coffee mug 

and the only the other hand is available for on-screen interactions. All participants 

performed the two tasks with the right and with the left thumb. The tasks were performed 

three times with each thumb. 

Results 

TouchSpace: We found that during the map navigation task, participants moved the left 

thumb up to a maximum of 22mm above the screen (average 18mm, s.d. 2.7mm). The right 

thumb was moved to a maximum of 23mm above the screen (average 19mm, s.d. 2.3mm). 

Accordingly, we reserve this TouchSpace for on-screen gestures only (Figure 27a and b).  

Thumbs-Up space, height: The recordings from the space filling task revealed that 

participants could comfortably reach a maximum of 64mm above the screen with the left 

thumb (average 57mm, s.d. 5.8mm) and a maximum of 74mm (average 63mm, s.d. 9.6mm) 

with the right thumb. Accordingly, we can consider using this space (22 to 57mm above the 

screen for the left-hand thumb and 23 to 63mm for the right-hand thumb) for Thumbs-Up 

interactions.  
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Thumbs-Up space, width: When regarding the phone’s bottom edge as the horizontal axis, 

participants moved the left thumb sideways within an arc spanning from 10° to 150°. With 

the right thumb, the movements were within an arc spanning from and 0° and 150°. With 

both thumbs, the corresponding arc length decreased as the thumb’s height-distance from 

the screen increased. Our results indicate that people can comfortably reach a relatively 

large in-air region above and beside the device with the thumbs. Figure 27 c, d, e, and f 

visualize the corresponding accessible in-air space for the left and right thumbs.  

We note that the in-air space for the right thumb is slightly larger than for the left thumb. 

On average it spans up to 64mm above the device with the left thumb and up to 74mm 

with the right thumb. We also observe that the region for the right thumb is larger in the 

horizontal direction than for the left thumb. We attribute these differences to the fact that 

all participants were right handed and frequently use their right thumb for one-handed 

 

Figure 27: TouchSpace (a) the left and (b) the right thumb. Thumbs-Up space with (c) the left and 

(d) the right thumb.  In-air thumb-reachable space with (e) the left and (f) the right thumb. The red 

areas indicate TouchSpace and the blue areas represent Thumbs-Up space. 
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smartphone interaction. This frequent usage provides them the flexibility to reach regions 

which are less intuitive/comfortable with the left thumb. A minor concern worth 

mentioning is the less diverse participants used in our study. However, we believe that 

more participants with balanced gender and handedness would further ascertain our 

findings. 

Study 8: Selection and Item Placement Style on Thumbs-Up Space 

After having defined the accessible in-air thumbs-up region, we explored ways to utilize 

this in-air space. We envision this in-air thumb-space as being useful for triggering 

commands and for storing, selecting and browsing information items (similar to Hasan et 

al.’s [71] AD-Binning concept). Accordingly, we explored ways to arrange items (i.e., ‘in-air 

buttons’) within the accessible thumb-space and methods to select such in-air items. After 

pilot testing with different numbers of items and ways to arrange items inside the thumb-

space we found that horizontally arrange a maximum of 10 to 12 wedge-shaped items, in 

either two or three layers (Figure 28a and b), seems reasonable. Through pilots, we also 

arrived at three promising selection methods: Dwell, Tilt, and Touch (Figure 29a, b, and c). 

 

Figure 28. a) On screen visualization with a colored cursor to indicate the position of the thumb 

inside the in-air region in relation to the items, arranged in two and b) three layers. 
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To trigger a selection with Dwell, the user keeps the thumb still for 600ms within the 

desired item’s region. To select with Tilt, the user positions the thumb within the item’s 

desired region and then quickly tilts (or rolls) the device sideways (we use a relative 30° 

threshold). The Touch method involves moving the thumb to the desired in-air region and 

then quickly tapping down with the thumb, anywhere, on the screen. We use a threshold 

to resolve situations where the thumb passes through undesired items on its way to the 

screen (e.g., when selecting an item in an upper layer): we ignore any items which the 

thumb visited for less than 250ms and treat the most recent item with a visit time greater 

than 250ms as the selected target. 

In our work, we assume that robust finger tracking in 3D space will be possible with future 

smartphones (as indicated by strong efforts in both industries, e.g., [127,156,184] and 

academia, e.g., [20,70,120]). We used a Vicon MX system to emulate a device with around-

device tracking capabilities in our studies. The system tracks markers attached to a Google 

Nexus 5 phone (4.95-inch screen, 1080×1920 pixels) and to the user’s left and right thumbs 

 

Figure 29. Selection methods. (a) Dwell: requires users to keep their finger over an item for a 

600ms to trigger a selection; (b) Tilt: rotating the device clockwise or counter-clockwise direction 

with a certain angle triggers selection; and (c) Touch: a quick tap on the screen from the mid-air 

item position invokes the selection. 
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and right-hand index finger. Position data is sent from the Vicon system to an application 

(Unity + Android) on the smartphone, which interprets the data as user input and reacts 

with corresponding output. 

To inform our design choices for the AirPanes design, we studied users’ performance with 

the three selection methods and the two different item arrangements in a 3×2 within-

subjects experiment. Twelve right-handed smart-phone owners participated (3 female; 9 

male; no participant had previously participated in any pilot or study; mean age 25.2 years, 

s.d. 5.5). 

Task 

A start button in the middle and a 1.5×1.5cm visualization of the thumb-space in the top-

right corner of the screen are displayed at the trial start. A tap with the tracked left thumb 

on the button starts timing. The target item for the trial is colored red in the visualization 

and a blue position cursor indicates the current location of the thumb within the thumb-

space. The cursor turns green when the thumb enters the target item (Figure 28a). The 

timing for the trial ends and the start screen for the next trial is loaded when the system 

detects a correctly issued selection from within the target item. An error is recorded (timing 

continues) if the participant performs a selection action from a non-target item. 

All participants performed two series of six blocks of trials with each of the three selection 

methods, one series with the 2-Layer and one series with the 3-Layer arrangement. Each 

block contained one trial for each of the 11 item positions (presented in random order 

within a block). Participants were divided into six pairs, one pair for each of the six possible 
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presentation orders of selection methods. One participant in each pair always started with 

the series for the 2-Layer arrangement, one started with the 3-Layer arrangement. Each 

participant performed a total of 396 timed trials: 3 methods × 2 arrangements × 6 blocks × 

11 item positions. A study session lasted 45 min (including instructions, practice, and 

breaks). 

Results 

Error trials: In 253 of the 4,752 trials (5.32%) participants issued one or more correct 

selection actions in a non-target item before correctly selecting the target item. In 173 trials 

(3.64%) one erroneous selection was made, in 80 trials (1.68%) more than one erroneous 

selection was made, at most 5 in a trial. In total, 5,115 correct selection actions were 

registered, on average 1.08 per trial. Of the 5,115 selections, 363 selections were on a non-

target item: 99 with Touch, 130 with Dwell, and 134 with Tilt, resulting in an overall error 

rate of 7.10% (Touch 5.88%, Dwell 7.47%, Tilt 7.80%). A Friedman Test showed no 

significant difference between the three techniques and a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test 

showed no difference between the two arrangements (192 erroneous selections with the 2-

Layer layout, 171 with 3-Layer layout).  

Figure 30 shows the number of erroneous selections and error rates for each item position 

in the 2-Layer and 3-Layer layouts (averaged across technique). Although the item size was 

slightly smaller in the middle of the layers, we see a trend with more erroneous selections 

for the slightly larger items at the right and left side. A possible reason for this is that the 

outer items require stretching the thumb more. Possible solutions to resolve this issue 
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could be to either use a fisheye space discretization [71,173] that provides more space to the 

currently ‘touched’ item or to use a more extreme angle dependent discretization to assign 

even more space to outer items. 

Selection time: We only use error-free trials (4,499) to analyze selection time. We take the 

median trial time for each participant  technique  layout  position combination (i.e., 

using the median of one to six trials for each participant in each combination, depending 

on how many error trials the participant did in that particular combination). This time data 

was right skewed and we performed a logarithmic transformation (which resulted in a 

distribution close to normal) before analyzing the data.  

The geometric mean selection time (i.e., the antilog of the mean of the log-transformed 

data) was similar for the three techniques: Touch 1.53s, Tilt 1.56ms, and Dwell 1.60ms. There 

was also no marked difference between the two layouts: 2-Layer 1.58s, 3-Layer 1.56s. A two-

 

Figure 30. Number of errors for item positions from left to right in each layer with (a) 2-Layer and 

(b) 3-Layer layout. 

 

Figure 31. Geometric mean time for item positions from left to right in each layer with (a) 2-Layer 

and (b) 3-Layer layout. 
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way RM-ANOVA (technique, layout) showed no significant main or interaction effect. 

Figure 31 shows the geometric mean selection time for each item position in the two 

layouts. Two separate one-way ANOVAs, one for each layout, showed that there was a 

statistically significant effect of item position on selection time (2-Layer: F10,121 = 9.305, p < 

0.0001, 2 = 0.44; 3-Layer: F10,121 = 6.668, p < 0.0001, 2 = 0.36). Again, as with error trials, we 

see a trend with more difficulties with the outer items. Bonferroni adjusted post-hoc 

pairwise comparisons confirmed: the inner items, Item 3, 4, and 5, in the bottom layer in 

the 2-Layer layout were faster to select than the two outmost items in both layers; Item 4 

in the bottom layer in the 3-Layer layout was faster to select than the two outmost items in 

the middle layer (all p’s < 0.001).  

Summary 

We conclude that regarding both errors and selection time, the three selection methods 

and the two arrangements score about equally well. The somewhat more error and slightly 

longer selection times for item positions at the outer ends in a layer indicate a trend 

suggesting that item positions at the far ends tend to be slightly more troublesome to select 

than items in the middle. The results regarding the three selection methods are promising 

and suggest that all of our three methods are suitable for in-air thumb selections, which 

gives the designer the flexibility to choose method as appropriate according to other 

factors, such as usage context or application type.   
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Design Recommendations 

Our investigation offers the following recommendations regarding using thumb-reachable 

space for around-device interactions: 

Thumb-space usage: When complemented with in-air index finger input, the in-air thumb-

space is well suited for input. It works best suited for short interactions involving a limited 

number of items. We suggest using this space to provide access to ten or fewer items, such 

as frequently used phone contacts or to quickly load recently visited websites.  

Non-tilt based pane layout: Several participants in Study 8 reported having felt less 

comfortable with the tilt-based pane layout style as it required rotating the smartphone to 

switch between sets of panes. This movement also caused a disturbing change in viewing 

angel.  

With insights about viable item arrangements and selection methods for in-air thumb 

space, we move on and explore how to use this space to support a full application that usage 

multiple around-device spaces.  

Summary 

In this chapter, we have presented Thumbs-Up space, the in-air space that is reachable 

with the thumb of the hand holding a smartphone.  We found that, on average, the in-air 

space spans up to 64mm and 74mm above the device with the left thumb and right thumb 

respectively. With a user study, we have also examined several factors, such as selection 

mechanism and item placement strategies that are crucial designing interfaces with this 
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space. Our results revealed promising selection and item placement techniques that are 

suitable for interacting with the Thumbs-Up space. 
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Chapter 6: AirPanes: Two-Handed Around-Device Interaction for 

Pane Switching on Smartphones 

Results from our previous studies revealed that using around-device space for accessing 

items is faster than using traditional touch screen. We also found that users welcomed the 

idea of using this space with mid-air gestures in different social contexts. While such results 

laid the foundation for using in-air input for accessing mobile content, a complete mobile 

application that deploys and benefits from such an input modality has yet to be 

demonstrated. Accordingly, the final goal of this thesis is to explore how in-air input can 

enhance user performance in more complete mobile scenarios in which they are required 

to interact with different features of an application to make a decision. In particular, we 

focus on the ability to facilitate a complex analytic task with around-device interaction that 

requires users to cycle through a number of panes/views of an application (such as a filter 

pane for refining search criteria, a list pane for browsing filtered results, or a bookmarked 

pane to revisit bookmarked items) before making a final purchase decision.  

In this chapter, we propose AirPanes, a novel strategy that leverages around-device space 

to structure views/panes of a mobile application and facilitates users to interact with them 

to carry out analytic tasks on a mobile device. We pick mobile commerce (i.e., m-

commerce) applications as a scenario for designing AirPanes as millions of users use these 

services to purchase products online [139]. We demonstrate the benefits of AirPanes in a 

scenario where the user browses products, applies filters, inspects result lists, and 

bookmarks interesting items before making a final purchase.  
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In this chapter, we first distill the interface components common in interfaces of m-

commerce services. Our initial investigation indicates that m-commerce interfaces use 

multiple panes to support major functionalities, such as filtering, browsing results and 

adding to favorites. We use this knowledge to identify how best to organize panes in mid-

air around the device. We optimize design parameters for AirPane interactions necessary 

for a complete application, i.e., to select items, to examine details, to interact with filter 

controls, and to switch between views. We then evaluate AirPanes against a user interface 

representative of m-commerce app interfaces and find that AirPanes is on average 50% 

more efficient than the common touch interaction. 

Background 

We selected an m-commerce application to showcase the use of around-device 

interactions. Millions of consumers purchase products online using their smartphone. The 

number of online purchases from smartphones has steadily increased over the past years 

and the growing trend is expected to continue [139,140]. An m-commerce scenario is also 

suitable for our demonstration purpose as it involves a complex high-level analytic task 

(making a purchase decision) which requires the user to perform numerous subtasks, e.g., 

searching product categories, applying filters to narrow down searches, inspecting 

alternative products, adding products to a shortlist, and browsing and comparing 

shortlisted items before making the final purchase decision.   

We surveyed numerous interfaces of major m-commerce services to learn about common 

user interface (UI) structures and functionality. We consulted Alexa traffic ranking [3] to 
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find the 250 most visited websites worldwide. From these, we listed the top 24 websites 

with a retail service. Two companies were listed multiple times: Amazon with eight, and 

eBay with three different top-level domains. We decided to only include the highest ranked 

version for each (the other versions use the same UI structure). Accordingly, we arrived at 

24-7-2 = 15 distinct services: Amazon[7], BestBuy[17], Walmart[196], Ebay[36], FlipKart[46], 

Alibaba[5], Tmall[190], Taobao[187], AliExpress[6], Homedepot[189], IKEA[92], 

Target[188], Rakuten[159], Jingdong Mall[98] and ETSY[44] also listed in Figure 32. 

We used a Google Nexus 5 smartphone (4.95-inch screen, 1080×1920 pixels) and the Google 

Chrome browser to analyze the websites (all were responsive websites in which the content 

presentation depends on the client’s display size). We also installed the corresponding 

mobile app versions from Google Play [55] (accordingly, we analyzed 15×2 interfaces). We 

focused our analysis on the provided shopping-related functionality and on how this 

functionality is organized within each interface. 

All studied interfaces use similar UI mechanisms and UI structures to provide the necessary 

functionality, as summarized in Figure 32a. A text field is used for product search. Filter 

functionality is accessed through a “filter” button (most often positioned close to the search 

functionality) which opens a separate pane that displays the provided filter options (e.g., 

product categories, brand, price, color, and customer rating). Search results (filtered or 

unfiltered) are displayed below the search box in a scrollable overview list (Figure 32b), or 

in a grid. A thumbnail image and general product information are provided for each item 

in the list. A tap on an item opens up a new pane which shows further details about the 
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product (Figure 32c). A tap on a “back” button displays the overview list again. From the 

detail pane, the user can add the item to the shopping cart (and/or favorite list) with a tap 

on an “add” button.  

In informal tests, performed during our survey, we quickly observed that this UI structure 

forces users to repeatedly switch back and forth between different panes, e.g., between the 

main view and option view when applying and changing filter options, and between the 

overview list and detail views to access full information about the listed items.  

We note that m-commerce interfaces are not the only mobile apps using a multiple-pane 

structure, which imposes frequent view switching. We also observe this UI structure (and 

extensive view switching) in many other types of interfaces that are designed for 

smartphones. Examples include email clients (with separate panes to show the folder 

hierarchy, lists of email headers, and the corresponding email text), online video 

 

Figure 32: The 24 most visited m-commerce services (top 15 unique providers marked with a *). a) 

General UI structure for the surveyed interfaces. b) example responsive website’s overview list and 

c) a detail view in a mobile app. 
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repositories (with separate panes for e.g., query purposes, result lists, and video viewing), 

messaging apps (with separate panes for e.g., contact lists, contact details, lists of 

conversation threads, and to enter messages), and interfaces to manage personal photo or 

music collections.  

With the insight that all major m-commerce providers’ interfaces use a multi-pane UI 

structure, which requires extensive view switching (and that the functionality of many 

other smartphone interfaces are organized in a similar way), we decided to focus our 

exploration on how to utilize around-device space for view switching purposes. 

Furthermore, given that no earlier project has presented in-air interactions that involve 

using in-air space reachable via both the left and the right hand, we were also interested in 

exploring those purposes for which we could capitalize on two-handed around-device 

input. 

Study 9: AirPane Layout and Pane Switching 

As we noted in our survey on m-commerce interfaces, the small display size used on 

smartphones forces designers to structure their interfaces in a multiple-pane. With such a 

structure the user has to repeatedly tap on small UI buttons (or on other interface elements, 

such as entries in scrollable lists) to switch views. Our AirPane approach is based on off-

loading panes into around-device space. With panes residing in-air, the user can quickly 

switch between panes by simply moving the in-air input finger inside the desired pane’s in-

air area – and the pane’s content is displayed on the screen. We also envision that the user 

interacts with pane content directly from in-air space using finger gestures. 
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We explored five different ways to arrange four panes in around-device space and the use 

of an in-air pinch-gesture to select pane content.  

Stacked layout (Figure 33a): The four panes are stacked on top of each other to the right of 

the smartphone, two above the device, two below the device. Each pane’s bottom-left x-y 

position aligns with the device’s bottom-right x-y position. If the user moves the device, 

the panes follow to maintain their position relative to the device. With previous work [2] 

showing that social acceptability related concerns are raised for around-device gestures 

taking place beyond 30cm from the device, we limit our panes to a 30×30cm area. The 

screen’s 1080×1776 pixels are mapped to 1080×1776 in-air ‘pixels’, each approx. 

0.028×0.017cm large. The two middle pane are each 15cm high; one of our earlier studies 

showed this gives the user enough vertical space to perform in-air gestures inside a pane 

without accidentally entering (and so switching to) an adjacent pane. The top and the 

bottom panes extend infinitely in the upward respectively downward directions.  

Tiled layout (Figure 33b): The four panes share the space used for a single pane in the 

Stacked layout. This requires less in-air hand movements for pane switching, but more 

precise movements when interacting with pane content. Each pane measures 15×15cm and 

extends infinitely upward and downward. The corresponding in-air ‘pixel’ measures 

approx. 0.014×0.008cm.  
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Tilt-Stacked layout (Figure 33c): Similar to the Stacked layout, each pane uses a 30×30cm 

area (the top pane extends infinitely upwards, the bottom pane downwards, in-air ‘pixels’ 

measure approx. 0.028×0.017cm). The four panes are grouped in two pairs, only one pair is 

accessible at a time. When the device is tilted at an angle less than 45°, the user can switch 

between the first pair of panes by moving the finger vertically above or below the device. 

When the device is titled at an angle more than 45°, the other pair is accessible. This 

provides a larger area for each pane and requires less vertical movements than with the 

Stacked layout, but introduces a tilting action.  

Tilt-Tiled layout (Figure 33d): Again, panes are grouped in pairs and a tilt angel is used to 

switch between pairs. Each pane uses a 15×30cm area (extended infinitely upward and 

downward, in-air ‘pixels’ measure approx. 0.014×0.017cm). Horizontal in-air movements 

are used to switch between panes in a pair. 

Single-Thumb layout (Figure 33e): Only one 30×30cm pane (extending infinitely upwards 

and downwards, in-air ‘pixels’ measure approx. 0.028×0.017cm) is accessible at a time 

beside the device. The user switches between panes with in-air thumb selections using the 

 

Figure 33. Five AirPane layouts. 
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left thumb. The in-air thumb-space is divided into four approximately equally sized regions 

arranged in a two layers (cf. inset Figure 33e). Moving the thumb into another area and 

selecting the Touch method from Study 8 switches to the selected pane.   

To inform our design choices regarding pane switching for our m-commerce 

demonstration interface, we studied 15 right-handed smartphone owners’ performance 

with the five AirPane layouts (2 female, no participant had previously participated in any 

pilot or earlier study; mean age 21.1, s.d. 1.8). We used a low-level task where participants 

had to switch between four panes and select items in the panes.  

Task 

A trial consists of selecting first a blue and then a yellow ‘target item’, positioned in two 

different panes. The other two panes contain one red distractor item each. The squared 

items are positioned at random positions inside the pane. The blue target is labeled “1”, the 

yellow target is labeled “2”. The panes are numbered 1 to 4 (to provide a clear visual 

identifier for each pane). A black circular cursor on the screen provides feedback about the 

position of the index finger inside the active in-air pane. Figure 34a and b visualize a 

selection of the yellow target item; when the cursor enters the target, the target is 

highlighted in green. With the cursor inside the target, the participant separates the 

pinched thumb and index finger by at least 1cm to invoke a selection. After successfully 

selecting the first target the participant proceeds to find (i.e., switch to) the pane with the 

yellow target. Successfully selecting the yellow target ends timing and shows the start 
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screen for the next trial (Figure 34c). An on-screen tap on the “start” button starts timing 

for the next trial. Selections in distractor items are ignored. Selections outside items or a 

selection of the yellow target before the blue target are also ignored, but the trial is marked 

as an error trial. Marked trials are re-queued at a random position among unfinished trials 

within a block of trials. 

The in-air space available for an item inside a pane depends on the used pane layout. This 

suggests a possible trade-off between the ease and speed with which a user can switch 

panes and the ease and speed with which in-air items can be selected. Accordingly, we used 

three different on-screen item sizes to investigate such a possible trade-off: 100×100, 

200×200, and 300×300 pixels.  

Each participant completed a block of five (error free) trials for each of the 5×3 layout-size 

combinations. Participants had six practice trials with each layout before they started with 

the first block of timed trials. The presentation order of the five layouts was 

counterbalanced between participants and the three item sizes were presented in a random 

order within each layout. We instructed participants to finish each trial as quickly and 

 

Figure 34. a) A participant moves the ‘pinched’ in-air fingers to steer the on-screen cursor over the 

target. b) Releasing the pinch with the cursor over the target selects it. c) Start screen. 
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accurately as possible. Participation lasted 45 min (including instruction, practice trials, 

and breaks).  

Results 

Error trials: 135 trials were marked with an error. These trials were about equally distributed 

across participants, layouts and target sizes.  

Trial time: For the error free trials we use the median trial time for each layout × target size 

combination for each participant (i.e., 15 trials). This data was right skewed and we 

performed a logarithmic transformation (which resulted in a distribution close to normal) 

before analyzing the data. Figure 35 shows the geometric mean selection time for the five 

layouts and for the three target sizes. A two-way RM-ANOVA showed significant main 

effects for both layout (F4,56 = 2.70, p < 0.05, 2 = 0.16) and target size (F2,28 = 50.7, p < 0.0001, 

2 = 0.78) but not a significant interaction effect. Bonferroni corrected post-hoc pairwise 

comparisons of layouts showed that the Stacked layout (5.96s) was significantly faster than 

all other layouts (all p’s < 0.005), which did not differ and were 10.7% slower (or more): 

Tiled 6.85s, Tilt-Stacked 6.64s, Tilt-Tiled 6.60s, Single-Thumb 6.68s.  

 

Figure 35. Geometric mean trial times, a) layout, b) target size.  
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As expected, large items are faster to select than smaller (Figure 35b, 100×100 7.40s, 200×200 

6.44s, and 300×300 5.97s). Bonferroni corrected post-hoc pairwise comparisons of the three 

target sizes showed that each pairwise comparison was significant (all p’s < 0.016) with the 

larger target in each comparison being faster than the smaller.  

Summary: Our results suggest that the Stacked layout is fast since no secondary activity is 

needed to switch to another pane, such as tilting the device or moving a second hand, as 

with Single-Thumb. A vertical hand movement is enough with Stacked. Many participants 

commented on the convenience and ease with moving the in-air hand in vertical directions, 

i.e., up and down for switching panes, compared to moving the hand toward or away from 

the body. A few participants mentioned that they had slight difficulties getting used to 

tilting the device, especially in early trials, which may explain the somewhat inferior 

performance with the tilt-based layouts. Our results also indicate that the trial time is 

strongly influenced by target size. Naturally, large items are easier and faster to select than 

small items. The non-significant layout×size interaction effect indicates a consistency 

between all layouts, with no layout suffering more (or less) due to too small in-air targets.  

With insights about effective switching mechanisms and layout of panes in around-device 

space we now describe our m-commerce interface that utilizes AirPanes and two-handed 

interaction. We then present our final study in this thesis where we compared users’ 

performance with the AirPanes interface to their performance with a classic touch-based 

m-commerce interface in a typical m-commerce scenario. 
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Study 10: Using AirPanes in an m-commerce interface 

To recap, our analysis of popular m-commerce interfaces revealed five central features: 1) 

product search, 2) overview list of the search results, 3) detail view for the products in the 

search results, 4) filter function, and 5) bookmarking (temporary storage) of interesting 

products. We incorporated these features in our application using in-air panes. As 

conventional m-commerce interfaces, we use an on-screen text field and a button for the 

user to issue a product query. For example, the user wants to buy a camera. Now, instead 

of displaying overview information for each camera in the result set in a scrollable list on 

the screen, we off-load the result items onto a 30×30cm in-air pane to the right of the 

smartphone. We use the best performing Stacked layout from Study 9, and provide access 

to filter functionality in a second 30×30cm pane below the results pane. The user can switch 

between these two panes by moving the in-air hand up and down, crossing an imaginary 

horizontal plane (as defined by the smartphone’s touch-surface).   

As soon as the in-air finger enters the results pane with camera items, the user sees full 

information about one of the camera items on the screen, as depicted in Figure 36a. What 

camera is shown depends on the position of the in-air finger. The camera items in the 

results pane are arranged in a n×m matrix with equally sized cells filling out the pane. The 

size of the cells depends on the number of items in the result set. An on-screen visualization 

with a blue cursor (inset Figure 36a) provides feedback about the in-air finger’s current 

position within the pane and the matrix.  
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When the in-air finger enters the filter pane, below the results pane, the user sees filter 

options on the screen, as depicted in Figure 36b. The filter pane uses a Tiled layout that 

divides the pane in four 15×15cm large sub-panes, one for four different filter categories 

(Brand, User ranking, Pixels, Price). Again, the finger’s position within the pane is 

visualized in an on-screen overview (inset Figure 36b) and the current sub-pane is marked 

with a blue border. The available filter options in each sub-pane are arranged top-to-

bottom in the in-air sub-pane (as on the screen). Each option in a category spans 

horizontally across the whole in-air sub-pane (15cm), the number of options determine the 

‘height’ of the in-air area used for each option (e.g., with five options, each in-air area 

measures 15×3cm). If more than five filter options are available within a filter category, as 

with the “Brand” category in Figure 36b, the can access these options by moving the in-air 

finger below the filter pane into a new 30×30 pane where the additional options are 

available.  

The user issues a pinch gesture to select filter options. The pinch gesture is also used when 

browsing result items inside the top-most in-air pane. With a pinch inside a camera item, 

the item is added to a list of favorites for later quick access and further inspection and a 

check mark is shown on the screen (a second pinch inside the same item removes it from 

the list and the check mark from the screen). The list of bookmarked items can be inspected 

using the in-air thumb-space (as in Study 7). To activate the thumb-space the user moves 

the right hand outside any in-air pane (e.g., moving the hand to the right thigh) and lifts 

the left thumb into thumb-space. Favorite items are arranged in layers inside thumb-space, 
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as Studied in Study 8. The number of layers and the size of the items are dynamically 

adjusted according to the number of items that has been added to the list. When the thumb 

enters an item the corresponding camera information is displayed on the screen. An on-

screen visualization informs about the current position within thumb-space, as shown in 

Figure 36c.  

 

Figure 36. AirPanes: a) product details, b) filter options, and c) product detail for a bookmarked 

item. Classic touch interface: d) a scrollable overview list of search results, e) a view for product 

details, f) a view with filters, and g) a modal view with filter options. 
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The thumb-space is deactivated when the user moves the right hand into any in-air pane 

to the right of the smartphone. The results pane which is the topmost pane extends 

infinitely upwards. The filter pane (with its sub-panes) in the middle is 15cm high and the 

bottom-most pane with additional filter options extends infinitely downwards.  

We evaluated the efficiency of our AirPanes interface against a touch-based m-commerce 

interface. The touch interface provides the same functionality as the AirPanes version. The 

functionality is organized in multiple views, as typical for popular m-commerce interface 

and shown in Figure 36.  Search results are presented in a scrollable list with overview 

information for each item (Figure 36d). A tap on an item shows its detail view (Figure 36e), 

where the user can add the item to the favorite list. A check mark signals if the item is 

already in the favourite list (as in Figure 36a) and the “add” button is substituted by a 

“remove” button. From the view with the result list the user can tap on a “Filter” button to 

narrow down the result by first selecting a filter category in the filter view (Figure 36f), and 

then select desired filter options in a second view (Figure 36g). Access to the list of 

bookmarked favorites is provided from the view with the result list by tapping the “favorite” 

button in the top-right corner of the screen. The favorites are presented in a scrollable list 

with overview information for each item, exactly as in the main view with the search result. 

A tap on an item shows its detail view. From all views, a tap on the back button in Android’s 

navigation bar at the bottom of the screen switches back to the previous view. 
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Twelve right-handed male smartphone owners (age 23.2 years, s.d. 3.2) participated. All 

were new to the concept of around-device interactions and none had participated in any 

previous pilot or earlier study within our AirPanes project. 

Task 

The study task covers typical steps taken when searching for a camera to buy online. First, 

a text prompt is displayed on an external monitor, e.g., “Apply the following filters: Price 

between $200 and $400, user rating 3 and higher, then find the lightest camera with a 

weight between 400g and 500g” and “Apply the following filters: Brand: Nikon and Sony, 

Pixels: 10MP and up, then find the camera with the greatest optical zoom between 25X and 

40X”. The task prompt always includes two filters in varying combinations, one criteria 

range (between value X and Y for either optical zoom, LCD size, or weight), and one 

superlative (smallest, greatest, lightest, or heaviest). After reading the prompt (which 

remains visible throughout the trial), the participant taps a “start” button on the 

smartphone screen, this starts the trial timer. We exclude the entering of a search query 

from the task since this is done in the same way in the two interfaces. Instead, the task 

starts with a default set of 99 cameras. Now the participant needs to apply the two 

requested filters. After applying the filters either 10, 20, or 30 cameras remain in the results 

set (the number varies randomly between trials). The participant can now start inspecting 

the product details of the remaining cameras and can bookmark candidate cameras to 

“favorites” that correspond to the selection criteria (e.g., weight between 400g and 500g, 4 
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to 7 cameras per trial). After this, the participant accesses the favourite functionality to find 

the one and only camera that matches the complete task prompt. When the participant 

believes having found the correct camera, the trial ends with a tap on a “buy” button (when 

using the touch interface) or with a thumb-tap from the corresponding item inside thumb-

up space (when using AirPanes, cf. Study 7). If it is the correct camera trial time stops and 

the task prompt for the next trial is displayed on the external display. If it was incorrect, 

the screen flashes in red and the participant can continue the search for the correct camera.  

Each participant performed nine trials with each interface (three trials per result set size 

(10, 20, 30) in random order). Six participants started with AirPanes, six with the touch 

interface. We demonstrated the two interfaces and showed how the filter functionality and 

the bookmarking feature would help them to speed up their searches. We instructed 

participants to try to finish each trial as quickly as possible. Each participant had two 

practice trials with each interface before starting with the timed trials. Participation lasted 

about 1 hour (including instructions, practice, and breaks).  

Results 

We analyze the trial time and the time participants spent with each of the three sub-

activities: applying filters (filter time), inspecting items and bookmarking items in the 

filtered set of cameras (results time), and inspecting and selecting from the bookmarked 

favorites (favorite time). For each separate time measure we use the median time for each 

interface × results size combination for each participant. The data was right skewed and we 
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performed logarithmic transformations (which resulted in a distribution close to normal 

for all four-time measures) before analyzing each time measure.  

Trial time: The trial time is shown in Figure 37a. The geometric mean trial time was 57.3s 

with AirPanes and 116.1s with the touch interface. The difference corresponds to 50.6%. A 

two-way RM-ANOVA (interface, results size) showed a significant effect for interface (F1,11 

= 222.60, p < 0.0001, 2 = 0.95) and for results size (F2,22 = 48.64, p < 0.0001, 2 = 0.82), but 

no significant interaction effect. The trial time increased with increasing results size: 63.2s 

with 10 items, 86.3s with 20 items, and 99.7s with 30 items. Bonferroni corrected post-hoc 

pairwise comparisons between results sizes showed a significant difference for each pair 

(all p’s < 0.016).  

We turn to our analyses of the three separate sub-activities the participants performed to 

find the explanation for the great overall difference between the two interfaces. 

 

Figure 37. Geometric mean times. a) Trial time, b) filter time, c) results time, and d) favorite time. 

Error bars: 95 CI. 
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Filter time: The time spent with the first sub-activity is shown in Figure 37b. A two-way RM 

ANOVA showed that across the three result sizes participants needed significantly more 

time (F1,11 = 22.80, p < 0.001, 2 = 0.68) to apply the filters using AirPanes (15.1s) than with 

the touch interface (11.0s). As expected, there was no significant effect for results size 

(results size 10: 11.1s, result size 20: 14.6s, results size 30: 13.0s) or a significant interaction 

effect. Recall that the results size was relevant only after the filters had been applied. 

Accordingly, the time difference (3.9s) between the two interfaces mainly comes from 

selecting the filter controls, which was more challenging (and unfamiliar) with in-air 

pinches using AirPanes. 

Results time: The time spent in the second sub-activity, inspecting items, and bookmarking 

items in the filtered set of cameras, is shown in Figure 37c. Overall, across the three results 

sizes, participants needed significantly (F1,11 = 157.4, p < 0.0001, 2 = 0.94) more time for this 

activity when using the touch interface (71.3s) than when using AirPanes (30.8s). There was 

also a significant effect for results size (F2,22 = 50.8, p < 0.0001, 2 = 0.82). Comprehensibly, 

with more items to inspect the longer it takes (results size 10: 35.8s, results size 20: 53.7s, 

results size 30: 69.5s). Bonferroni adjusted post-hoc comparisons showed that all three 

results sizes differed (all p’s < 0.016). The relative increase in results time with increasing 

results size was similar for both interfaces (i.e., the RM-ANOVA did not show a significant 

interface × results size interaction). We attribute the slow inspection and bookmarking 

time with the touch interface to the frequent (and tedious) switching between items in the 

result list and their corresponding detail views to find the necessary information. With 
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AirPanes on the other hand, no switching is needed. Instead, the user does only need to 

move the in-air finger a short distance to enter a new in-air item and so call in its detail 

information on the screen. 

Favorites time: The time spent in the third sub-activity, selecting from the bookmarked 

items, is shown in Figure 37d. Overall, across the three result sizes, participants were 

significantly faster (F1,11 = 59.2, p < 0.0001, 2 = 0.84) selecting from the favorite set when 

using AirPanes (9.7s) than when using the touch interface (28.7s). As with the filtering 

activity, results size had no significant effect on how much time was needed to identify and 

select the target item from the favorites (results size 10: 17.4s, results size 20: 19.8s, results 

size 30: 20.8s). Again, as when involved with inspecting the filtered set of cameras, we 

attribute the disadvantage with the touch interface to the frequent view switching that is 

required to going back and forth between camera overviews and details. With AirPanes, 

only a small movement of the in-air thumb is necessary to view information about a new 

item. 

Summary 

Our results show that in comparison to touch input, in-air interactions with AirPanes 

reduces browsing time by taking the advantage of an in-air ‘hover’ state. With AirPanes, 

detailed item information can be inspected without having to perform an action (i.e., 

tapping) to open the detail view. This makes AirPanes an efficient browsing interface, 

which does not require frequent switching between views, as in many touch-based 
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interfaces (where the user has to tap on an item in a list, open its details and then tap again 

to switch back to the list). Our results also demonstrate that users can capitalize on this in-

air ‘hover’ state when using their thumb.  

Discussion 

In the light of these promising results, we discuss design recommendations, potential issues 

regarding the integration of AirPanes in smartphone applications and present future 

directions to extend our work. 

Design Recommendations 

Our investigation offers the following recommendations regarding around-device 

interactions: 

Nested pane layout: In our AirPanes design, we used nested in-air panes to provide access 

to the four filter categories and their options. This nesting strategy increases the number 

of panes that can be used in an application. We recommend designers to adopt nesting 

instead of stacking several planes on top of each other which requires larger vertical 

movements for switching between panes.  

Fine and coarse task assignment: We observed that the in-air thumb has limited movement 

flexibility and preciseness when the user holds the smartphone in the same hand. 
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Therefore, we suggest designers to only use the thumb-space for coarse-grained 

interactions (e.g., making selections).  

Considerations for Integration of AirPanes in Applications 

AirPanes scalability: We tested AirPanes with a limited number items in a pane (e.g., a 

maximum of 30 cameras in the results pane). However, the design can be extended to 

accommodate a larger number of panes. For instance, a UI scrolling strategy could be 

adopted where moving the index finger to a certain in-air location would show new panes. 

Moreover, an AirPanes application could incorporate other strategies, such as pagination, 

to divide large sets of in-air items into sub-sets which could be triggered in thumb-space.  

Pane organization styles: Our AirPanes implementation considers a mixed pane 

organization, the panes with filter options and the results pane are stacked. The panes with 

filter categories were tiled. We envision that AirPanes can work with many alternative pane 

organizations. For example, AirPanes could be designed for one-handed use using only 

stacked or tiled layout. In these ways, all the panes would be accessible with the index 

finger on the free hand. Alternatively, a pane organization could leverage two-handed 
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usage by assigning the thumb-space for triggering panes that are accessed with the other 

hand as shown in Figure 38.  

Generalization of AirPanes for other Applications: In a recent study Carrascal et al. [22] 

found that people use their smartphones for the following most frequent purposes: social 

networking, searching and browsing, SMS/texting, phone, audio, and email. We explored 

two applications for each of these purposes (i.e., a total of 10 applications) to learn about 

the generalizability of AirPanes to other application categories. We observed that due to 

the limited display size, frequent pane switching is common for the investigated 

applications. For instance, results in search applications (e.g., Google [53] or Yahoo [207]) 

are most often displayed with headlines and snippets and the user has to open the results, 

one by one, which involves frequent view switching. Since AirPanes reduces the need for 

frequent switching through its in-air ‘hover’ state, we believe most applications that require 

view switching would benefit from an AirPanes design.  

 

Figure 38. In-air pane organization: a) and b) for one-handed interaction with nested panes, c) for 

two-handed interaction using in-air thumb space for pane switching. 
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Users Context: We explored AirPanes with a task where the user was standing. However, 

AirPanes could also be used while sitting, or when the smartphone is laying on a table or 

any other surface. In such cases, AirPanes could use the surrounding physical surface to 

leverage haptic feedback into mixed physical and in-air interactions. For instance, AirPanes 

could use the surrounding surface (e.g., use the user’s thigh, the table or the wall as shown 

in Figure 39) for applying filters, and then use the in-air space for browsing results. 

Summary 

We have presented AirPanes, a novel technique that utilizes in-air spaces to organize 

multiple panes that are commonly seen in smartphone applications. We demonstrated the 

value of AirPanes for carrying out a complex task in an m-commerce application that 

requires users to frequently switch between multiple in-air panes, such as filters, results, 

and favourites to make a purchase decision. Through two initial studies, we identified 

properties of various design factors relevant to AirPanes. Our final study confirmed that 

AirPanes facilitates complex analytic tasks by reducing task time by 50% compared to a 

 

Figure 39. AirPanes can leverage a nearby surface for haptic feedback, e.g., (a) a knee, (b) table, or 

(c) wall. 
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standard touch screen interface. Overall, we believe that AirPanes is the first successful 

step in using in-air spaces for a complete mobile application and so pushes the boundary 

of current around-device interactions. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion  

Searching and browsing information on mobile devices is popular as it allows access to 

digital content anytime, anywhere. However, mobile devices have numerous limitations, 

such as small screens and limited input modalities (i.e., touch). Information exploration 

tasks on these devices thus involve many minute operations, such as flicking through 

screens, and opening and closing items of interest. This results in a less than optimal 

information browsing experience. 

This thesis focused on proposing and developing solutions to address these limitations to 

facilitate users with information exploration on mobile devices. More specifically, my thesis 

has demonstrated utilizing around-device space as an effective medium to overcome the 

limitations of information exploration on small devices. we demonstrated the effectiveness 

of using around-device space for m-commerce analytic tasks that often require that users 

quickly browse and compare the breadth of available choices before making a decision. 

With ten user studies, we explored the design space for around-device interface and how 

such interfaces can co-exist with on-screen interactions. 

In the following sections, we first provide summaries of our findings based on results 

presented in chapter 3 -6 and discuss limitations that can lead to potential future research 

directions. We next discuss on the future opportunities that the thesis opens up for the 

imminent researchers in the around-device interaction field. 
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Summary 

In this thesis, we showed that in-air space around a mobile device can effectively be use for 

performing complex analytic tasks that require browsing through large information space. 

To achieved that goal, we started with exploring whether the devices’ peripheral space 

could be used to interact with on-screen items. In chapter 3, we proposed an interactive 

method, Around-Device Binning or AD-Binning that allows users to directly store and 

retrieve virtual content in a 2D virtual interactive plane parallel to the device. Interactions 

with this virtual plane around the mobile device can be carried out by hovering the index 

finger around the mobile device. Using a systematic design process, we explored various 

factors related to designing the around-device space for content exploration. A final study 

was conducted to evaluate AD-Binning with practical usage scenarios where users were 

required to browse content for making a decision such as finding the cheapest hotel from 

a map. Our results revealed that participants were faster-exploring information with AD-

Binning than with traditional on-screen touch techniques. 

AD-Binning demonstrated the advantages of extending mobile devices’ input by leveraging 

around-device space. However, there was uncertainty about users’ perceptions regarding 

the social acceptance of around-device gestures (AD-Gestures) such as pointing to an 

around-device location to access AD-Binning content. In chapter 4, we explored how 

comfortable users feel performing AD-gestures in public places, such as a shopping mall or 

restaurant. We started with examining the influence of fundamental AD-Gesture features 

on users’ level of comfort, such as the distance from the device, gesture size and gesture 

duration. We found that small or quick gestures close to the device are more likely to be 
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acceptable than a large or lengthy one performed far from the device. Additionally, results 

revealed that users are selective regarding in what public settings, such as location (e.g., 

home, shop, workplace, bus/train) and audience (e.g., alone, family, partner, colleagues or 

stranger) they would use gestures. Also, results confirmed that 3D space around a device is 

socially acceptable for interacting with around-device content. AD-Binning only utilizes a 

2D plane for interacting with virtual content. Inspired by this results, we next explored how 

to use 3D space around-device space to interact with mobile applications to facilitating 

complex analytic tasks in a mobile application scenario. 

Prior work on around-device interaction has mostly considered the in-air spaces (i.e., right, 

front and left regions) around a mobile device. No attention has been paid how to use the 

thumb to access the thumb-reachable in-air space just above the device. In chapter 5, we 

presented Thumbs-Up, the in-air space next to a mobile device that can be reached with 

the thumb on the hand holding the device. With Thumbs-Up, the in-air space could be 

used to access on-screen content through directly pointing with the thumb. Additionally, 

this surrounding space could be used in conjunction with other around-device spaces to 

extend the in-air input vocabulary. We explored several parameters related to designing 

the thumb-reachable in-air space for accessing in-air content. With insights about 

designing Thumbs-Up space, we next explored how to combine this space for supporting 

two-handed in-air interaction for analytic design making tasks with around-device input. 

Given the limited visual output space, mobile app designers often structure the interface 

into multiple views or windows. For instance, purchasing a product from an e-commerce 

application requires frequent switches between filter, results, and cart views to make a 
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purchase decision. This task is commonly time-consuming on mobile devices because of 

these frequent view switches. In chapter 6, we designed an interactive method, AirPanes, a 

technique where the user accesses and switches between information and functionality 

views – or panes – that are located in the air around the device. With AirPanes, a user can 

access different views by pointing to different regions around the mobile device (e.g., top 

or bottom) to access the panes. We investigated whether browsing large information spaces 

with AirPanes facilitates analytic tasks that require users to log items and re-inspect them 

to make a decision. Our results revealed that AirPanes is faster than tradition touch 

interfaces for exploring a large amount of data on mobile devices. 

Overall, these explorations revealed the potential of using in-air around-device space for 

supporting complex analytic tasks that require users to make decisions while browsing 

through large information space. Additionally, results from the user studies confirmed that 

around-device space is an promising alternate input to the standard touch technique that 

can be integrated to the next-generation mobile devices.  

Limitations  

Though our explorations have revealed enormous potential of using in-air space, however, 

there are several limitations that could potentially be investigated in future. In this section, 

we highlight these limitations and briefly discuss how to address these to facilitate complex 

analytic tasks with around-device interactions on future mobile devices.  

In chapter 3, we used a commercial tracking solution (i.e., Vicon motion capture system) 

to emulate the around-device environment. Our developed prototype, AD-Binning relies 
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on a robust tracking mechanism (Vicon cameras) for around-device interaction and in 3D 

space. Further experimentation is needed for determining suitable design parameters for 

devices equipped with new sensors that track fingers in off-screen space. Results reveal that 

around-device space is best discretized into forty-five bins (based on 5 sectors and the 

smallest target size). To augment this space, items can be stacked on top of one another in 

3D which we described in a later chapter (chapter 6). The results are also dependent on an 

overview, which consumes space on the screen. Additional work is needed to identify 

whether such visual guidance can be eliminated after repeated use in a given task and 

application. Finally, the automatic placement strategy inserts items in bins in a random 

manner. More robust layout mechanisms are needed to provide for an efficient 

organization of around-device items. For example, in the map application, items in one 

area could be assigned to corresponding relative regions in off-screen space.  

Additionally, we only considered AD-Binning for analytic tasks. Future work could 

consider extrapolating the results to other forms of tasks in around-device space, such as 

selecting commands, bridging between physical items around the device and AD-Binning, 

and coupling around-device input with on-screen interaction. Fruthermore, the impact of 

mobility, such as walking or on the bus, on AD-Binning’s interface could be another 

potential direction to explore in future.  

In chapter 4, we acknowledge the limited methodological support for the central use of 

perceived ‘mental comfort’ as a predictor of social acceptance. However, as numerous 

previous study designers [142,162,163,200,201] and many of their participants have used a 
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similar terminology, our choice was not a farfetched one. We also recognize that user 

acceptance and social acceptance are multifaceted concepts, by far not limited to the 

perceived or expected levels of mental comfort [34,142]. In the studies, we focused on social 

settings and ignored important cultural factors, such as participants’ cultural background. 

The studies were mainly conducted in Canada with persons living there. Little is known 

about how cultural aspects influences user perceptions about, and the social acceptance of 

novel interaction techniques [201]. Accordingly, and with all the participants living in a 

western culture, we are wary of generalizing the results to non-western users and cultures. 

We suspect that examining culture-dependent differences of technology adoption and 

social acceptance would be a challenging but very fruitful path for future work. 

Additionally, we are also wary of assuming the results apply to other age groups as most of 

our 60 participants in studies 4-6 were 25 to 35 years old (mean 27.8, s.d. 7.6). 

In chapter 5, we introduced the idea of using thumb movement in the Thumbs-reachable 

in-air space. Though current smartphones have the necessary capabilities to detect thumb 

movements in the air around the device, attaching external sensors (e.g., an 

omnidirectional mirror on top of the smartphone’s camera [11] or wearing a magnetic ring 

on the thumb) could be used to track the thumb in Thumbs-Up space. Further 

investigation is required to make mobile devices self-contained to track such in-air 

movement. Thumbs-Up interactions require a trigger mechanism to activate the Thumbs-

Up space. A tap at the back of the smartphone (which produces a vibrational signal that is 

easily detected by the on-board accelerometer) or a quick swipe with the thumb back and 

forth across the screen bezel could be used. Alternatively, a press on a physical button or a 
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tap on a special screen button could activate/deactivate the Thumbs-Up space. 

Furthermore, Thumbs-Up space allows the user to explore on-device items by moving the 

thumb. A selection is required when the user wants to invoke an item and put it into focus 

for more details. Specific finger movements such as a rapid thumb raise in Thumbs-Up 

space could be used to trigger the selection. We consider in-air thumb-space as a 

complementary input region. In our future work will focus on exploring this space for one-

handed use cases such as performing two-finger gestures with this in-air space, which is 

yet to explore. 

In chapter 6, we presented AirPanes, which demands accurate and robust finger detection 

around the smartphone. Although current smartphones do not provide such features, a 

recent study, Song et al. [179] showed that the smartphone’s camera can be used to 

recognize in-air hand movement but in limited directions. Further explorations are needed 

to make devices capable of precise around-device hand tracking. We considered the 

smartphone to be in ‘AirPanes’ mode by default. However, an explicit mode switching 

mechanism must be developed to activate and deactivate around-device input to counter 

accidental in-air gesture events. This can be done, for example, with a physical button that 

the user presses to activate AirPanes mode. Though the current smartphone design allows 

holding of the device with one hand, the flat shape of the phone prohibits users from 

reaching the top regions with the thumb. We are also interested in investigating how to 

change the device’s shape in order to better match the space that can be reachable with the 

thumb. 
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Future Work 

My research opens the possibility of using the surrounding space of mobile device to 

facilitate complex analytic tasks that involve interacting with large number of on-device 

content. Results also revealed that performing such tasks with mid-air gestures is more 

efficient than using touch input. My future research goal is to build on these results by 

designing efficient mobile interfaces to facilitate around-device interaction for many 

mobile or wearable application. Equipped with my research expertise and knowledge that 

I gathered in my thesis, I will (i) explore robust and reliable sensing methods for self-

contained mobile devices to detect hand gestures; (ii) investigate novel approaches to 

provide feedback for virtual content just beside the screen; and (iii) build new around-

device display techniques to extend the current mobile devices display capabilities. 

Around-device sensing 

On mobile devices, vision-based systems (e.g., Surround-See) provide basic around-device 

input and gesture detection in real-time. However, this approach provides low accuracy 

and limited depth sensing capabilities warranting further investigation of suitable around-

device sensing methods. A major step to my future goals is to investigate precise and 

reliable sensing methods that would recognize around-device gestures and finger inputs 

without relying on an external tracking mechanism. Possible technical approaches to 

achieve this goal could be to (i) use mechanical waves (e.g., Sonar) propagated from and 

captured by mobile devices for detection; (ii) use advance imaging technologies (e.g., 

thermal imaging) on mobile device to capture emitted infrared radiation from hand; or (iii) 
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explore advanced sensors (e.g., 3D range sensor) to detect hand and finger inputs. Building 

a reliable and robust sensing method would allow me to provide effective around-device 

interaction capabilities and eventually allow around-device interaction to become 

mainstream. 

Around-device feedback  

Providing feedback about the items that are placed around the device is challenging due to 

limited screen space and on-board sensing capabilities. A common approach to 

representing such off-screen information is to use visual cues (e.g., Overview [71] and 

EdgeRadar [64] ) which consume a significant portion screen space on the limited mobile 

display. These cues impose clutter and do not scale effectively to large amounts of content 

which make information exploration tedious. Additionally, switching between the 

workspace and the visual cues imposes additional cognitive load and breaks the seamless 

interaction. Therefore, we need to have effective feedback mechanisms to get rapid and 

accurate information about around-device content. In my future work, I will explore 

various ways to provide haptic feedback about the off-screen content. This form of feedback 

could be generated by using an electromagnetic field or high audio frequency. Building 

robust prototypes with mid-air feedback will provide an opportunity to not only gauge the 

effectiveness of my around-device interactions but also help me to transfer such 

interactions into mainstream mobile and wearable devices. 
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Around-device display 

While smartphones have become indispensable in our everyday activities, they still have 

limitations in displaying and interacting with a large amount of information. As discussed 

before, mobile devices interaction space could be extended by augmenting a virtual 

interactive plane that extends their physical form. However, very little is known about how 

to extend the display space for presenting more information. My future research will 

explore around-device display where I aim to display off-screen information directly in 

mid-air around the mobile device. Examples of how an around-device display could be used 

include a map on a mobile device that extends its physical boundary and displays 

geographic information (e.g., regions, objects) that are spatially located around the mobile 

device. I will investigate a variety of technical solutions, such as using nano-projection or 

holographic displays for mobile platforms to display off-screen information. 

Final words 

In summary, my research took a novel approach to push the boundary of mobile interaction 

technologies and techniques. I strongly believe that contributions of this thesis will result 

in a paradigm shift in how users interact with information on mobile and wearable devices 

in the future. The outcomes of my research will open new paradigms that could replace or 

complement existing mobile interactions. 
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